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Students to Receive Minimum 
by Karen Tobin 
On Tuesday, February 27, 
President Rondileau announced his 
decision on the campus minimum 
wage question. Beginning on March 
1, all students employed by 
Bridgewater State College will' 
receive the federal minimum wage 
of $2.90 per hour. 
Dr. Rondileau explained the 
decision, 'We studied the'situation 
very carefully. We came to the best 
decision we could in view of the very , 
. scarce fund available and in terms of 
the good of all concerned, both 
students and the college in general. ,. 
The decision will apply to all areas of 
the college--the Library, Student 
Union and Work·Study program--in 
order to maintain consistency 
according to Dr. Rondileau. "This is 
an All·Colleqe decision,'" he said. 
Interview: 
The Comment attempted to 
contact Dr. Richard Veno, the 
Director of the Student Union, Dr. 
-Owen McGowan, the Head 
Librarian, and David Morwick, the 
Financial Aid Officer to find out their 
reactions to Dr. Rondileau's, 
announcement. Dr. Vena was out 
(on business) and therefore could 
not comment. Dr. McGowen. Head 
Librarian, saId that the raise in 
minimum. wage will not have any 
m<;\joreffect \. 'exc.ept apossible 
decrease in Work-Study hours. He 
doubts, that there will be any 
decrease in hours for any other 
student employment programs in 
the Library, this semester, but that 
they will have to plan according to 
the new wage rate. McGowan 
added, 1'm pleased that the 
students are getting 1t. Minimum 
wage is low enough in these days of 
inflation." 
David Morwick, Financial Aid 
Officer, said that the new minimum 
wage should not adversely effect the 
College Work-Study Program.-
people will simply eaam their money, 
more quickly. He noted there is the i. 
possibility that some of this year's 
awards may be increased but this is 
very uncertain, 
It should be noted that this 
decision'does not apply to Custom 
Food Serv,ices or the College 
Bookstore. The Bookstore has 
been paying $2.90 since the federal 
increase in January. Custom Foods 
has been paying $2.65 per hour and 
has not yet decided whether or not it 
will pay the '$2.90 wage. 
Veno Discusses Union 
by Vicki Smialek appointment over election to this 
.Lately, the Student Union and its body? 
director, Dr. Richard Veno, have DR. VENO: Sure, In early April-
been the targets of many students actually, in March--I'm required by 
seeking clear answers to their our [Board of Governors] 
questions on campus issues~ THE constitution to put, up' notices that 
COMMENT hopes that the students may apply for the Board 'of 
-'--~-"'!O,~~9;~;~~l~~~g16t~~~r~ritri~ g6~~~U~:s Th;n~/~er P:~~~~ 
Student Union procedures and amount of time for [the applications] 
dispelling rumors, to have been available and turned 
DR. VENO: First of all, may I just back in, an all· campus nominating 
thank you for, the opportunity to group convenes. This group is 
express my views in this format. I composed, not just of the Board ot 
think it's really important that a. Governor 'members; it consists of 
more factual representation of the the senior members of the Board, 
things that have been discussed the' President of the Student 
recently is presented to the campus Government Association, 'two 
for its consideration. members of the Student 
THE COMMENT: Dr. Veno, Government [Association], the 
could you explain the·procedure for President of the Alumni Association 
appointing a person to the Board of and, in the past, the Chairperson of 
Governors, and then state your the Fa c u lty C 0 unci 1. 0 u r 
opinion on the advantage of constitution will be changed this 
Theatre Program: 
year, I believe. to accomodate Semel 
equivalent person SO that there will 
be faculty input. Nominations are· 
L.. r " ' • ma~e vy that group~·at least two 
persons for each vacant seat. For 
students, the,nominations are made 
[on the baSis of] commuter or 
resid,el1t status. Th.ere are presently 
six of each, plus onc~student from, 
the -Program of Continuing' 
EducafaOn. This group makes its 
nominations to [President 
RondUeau], then" the President 
selects all members of the board, 
including students. faculty, and 
, staff, according to his own criteria. 
You asked for my own .opinion 
about that system. I would have to 
say that it has not only served us 
really well in the past, Qut it has 
become a model for other Schools to 
try to adopt. When this Student 
Union first was built around 1970, a 
- (Cant. on p.4)' 
Major Grows, Faculty Shrinks 
by Karen Tobin . 
B.S.C.'s theatre students are very 
concerned about the future of the 
theatre program and department. 
Ensemble Theatre president 
Donald Capen discussed the 
problem with - The COmDl(mt 
recently. Over the past several 
years, the nember of theatre majors 
has more than quadrupled, but the 
number of faculty members has 
decreased. In order for the program 
to grow or even to remain at its 
present level,additio.nal , faculty 
meni~rs are badly needed. 
Th~ problem began in 1975, when 
a fulLtime faculty member, Karen 
DuBin, ,retired ,and was not 
replaced. Since Dr. DuBin retired, 
the "Choral Speaking program, 
usually an integral part of any 
theatre program, has not existed. 
The problem became more severe 
wh~n in 197Q, fulltime Lee" 
Dunne became department 
chairperson'and her teaching hours 
were therefore ' reduced to part·time 
status.' Another loss occured with 
the state standardization of job titles 
throughoyt the ':state 'college 
system. 'Robert J. Barnett. 
chairperson of. the Division. of 
Creative Art and part-time 
instructor became a, Dean, and 
therefore can no longer teach or 
direct. This means that a total of two 
faculty members have been lost. 
Since 1971. the need 'for a 
technical person has been great. 
Letter from Dr. Rondi1.eau 
Mr. Albert E. Silva, Jr. 
President 
Student Government Association 
Subject: FolloW'up of our previous correspondence reMinimum Wage 
i.e., your letter of January 25, and my letters of January 3P and FebruarY 
9, 1979. ' , 
P,ear President Silva: 
This is to let you know that effective with work performed from March 
1st, 19790n, all stucient worl:tfars ernplpyeq from pnth~CampY$ ,wULbe 
paid according to the' rate, establiShed by Federal Minimum Wage 




Ed. Services fee 
Ballot Upcoming 
Pro 
The Educational Services Trust 
Fund Committee has again 
recommendes to President 
Rondileau that the Educational 
Services Fee be increased from 
$8/semester to$12/semester. This 
fee increase would t&Ke effect in 
September 1979. It was the hope of 
the committee that no other 
Educational Services Fee increases 
be recommended for at least 4 years 
from this September. The 
Committee recognized the financial' 
problems that' any fee increase 
would create for students but felt 
that the increase was necessary to 
maintain the current level of 
instruction at sse. 
. : l~he Educational 1trvices Fee has 
.' ant. onp.l0) 
Cpn 
Next Wednesday,' March 7th, 
there will be a referendum question 
on, your, SGA officer's ballot 
concerning the possible raising of a 
fee known as the Educational· 
Services Fee. The committee which 
'werseesand allocates the 'money 
~ollected "by this fee has voted to 
request an increase from $8 to $12 
per semester. This fee was origin31o/ 
instituted to replace laboratory and 
studio fees. 
If should be noted that this fee 
first went into effect for theFaU 
semester of 1977. This means that 
the fee is only two years 01d and 
,already an increase ,is being 
requested. Although the committee 
is requesting the incr~ to $).2 per 
- ' , (Cont. on p.lO) 
Since productions moved from the ..... ------...... --_-------_-----_ .............. 
Camuso, Cheryl Potvin, T ~ny Mastrorilli, Mary Pio, and 
(PHOTO BY JON! OAHLENE) 
Horace Mann Auditorium to the. 
Student Union Auditorium,' the 
technical needs of the theatre 
department have increased greatly. 
A technical person woUld supervise 
the technical aspects of the theatre, 
supervise . the 'use of power 
equipment and teach some classes. 
Students, and current faculty 
members have suggested' that, two 
new faculty members~e needed to. 
improve the situation; one technical 
person/instructor and one other 
instructor to replace those who 
have been lost or who's hours have 
been reduced. 
As a result of the faculty shorta@, 
(Cont. ori'~),10) 
What's on Your Mind? 
On Tuesday, March 6, at 11·12 the SGA is sponsoring an Open 
Forum. The meeting will be run in a town meeting fashion. S.G.A. 
president AI S,ilva will act as Moderator and senators from each class will 
be on hand t6 ;,nswer various, questions. 
The intention of this Open Forum is to try to answer questions you 
may have and find Qut what.W(1Ys the S~G.A. can serve you. Some ofthe 
suggested topics for' discussion wi(l be: the food, and health services, 
teacher. certification, th~ drinking age, approprationof student funds 
registration, renovation of Boyden Hall, use of gymnasium,and anythin~ 
else ypu may be interested in. . 
This is your chance to voice an opinion on issues concerning you. We' 
hope to see you there. , 
2 THE COMMENT' Mi4rrh1 1070 
Lett (s to th·eJEditor 
Codification 14 
Keep it SGA position. How is John rewarded for his honest, 
trustworthy. and diligent effort? He 
Are you tired of the same people 'is rewarded with Codification 14, 
holding all the leadership positions "What's Codification 147" says 
on this campus? If you are, this John. 1<idH says the SGA president, 
article is for YOtl!! 1'm sorry but either you resign your 
The Student Government senatorial seat or you withdraw 
Association (SGA) of our college is your campaign to be Vice 
soon to be holding a referendum President". "Why?" says John, 1'm 
that could affect all of us! This honest, fully qtlalified, I think I'll do a 
referendum comcerns Codification good job." 
14, of the SGA constitution; this John Smith has just been faced 
codification states that: "'no elected with, you said it, big government. 
or appointed SGA officer shall hold Codification 14 states, 
an elected or appointed office in an' . "'No elected. or appointed SGA 
SGA funded group/organization or officer shall hold as elected . of 
ariofuer "branch of the ::'UA.. In appointed office in an SGA 
other words. if a student is a funded club or organization or 
member of the SGA he cannot hold another branch of the SGA" 
'another leadership position in any '"What ( .... m .... )". cried John ~does 
dub or organization at the same that mean?'" Basically, Codification 
time. 14 is a restricting measure. It blocks 
This codification should remain in any student who holds an elected or 
the SGA constitution because it appointed office on the SGA from 
eliminates any possibility of a simultaneously' holding a position 
conflict of interest. Try to imagine for example as Vice President of the 
what would happen if "so and so.. Political Science club or class 
were an officer of Club X and also officet:. Due to the. obvious apathy 
treasurer of the SGA This would problem at the college the 
give Club X a grossly unfair Codification wiU hinder Hmuch 
advantage over another club. A needed. student participation on 
conflict' of interest could be very both leVels ie. clubs .and student j 
possible in such a situation because government. 
the treasurer of the SGA is also Aside from restraining student 
Chairperson of the Ways and participation, Codification 14 is'a 
Means Committee (the committee I "smack'" in the face to our 
that recommends allocations for all i constitutional system. It is cjU"rying 
the funded club monies).!he _.e!lforcement of .separation of 
Another factor in favor of leaving "powers'. too far.· If a- conflict of 
the codification in the constitution is : int~rgstt for example between' 
the unfairness of an unfortunate few Jphn's ,:ote ~::In the SGA con~ernin~, 
~holding all the key leadership the pob SCI club does anse the 
positions in . many clubs and constittltio.n provides for the 
organizations. It appears that there removal ()f office by impeachment 
are certain student's names that are or censure. Furt hermore 
well-known around campus; when it Codification 14 is insulting to ~ 
is time to vote for someone to fill the student's integrity. It already 
leadership positions, the person assumes that you the student, will 
;"Mthckno!:~n.kno~na~~:ha$. ~ .... Pl'~j~4icedor biased .£or .or 
a large disadvantage. ForexampJe, agalnst a partictil~r dub or 
if Nunknown x .... and "'well-known y'" organization. Within the SGA 
were running for the same position, house rules. already stop an 
and you know niether one of them, individed fromVqting on the budget 
the odds are in favor of your voting lior a club which they have more 
for "y"! BuL.what happened to than a casual. acquaintance with. If 
qualification? Just because'"y''' is the interest, concern and 
more well-known, that doesn't qualification exists, it seems wrong 
mean he is better qualified! .. ·for one to be restricted from 
And if this. codification did not participatfngin different 
existin the constitution, would it not organizations· whert there already 
be possible for just a few students, exists within the. constitution the 
holding many positions, to perform powers· .to protect from foolishly. 
their many duties to their full aSsumed biases and prejudices. 
potential? On March 7 the SGA. will give 
r tend to think notllf someone is you, the student a chance to remove 
President of Club X and Treasurer this harmful Codification'14 from 
of Club Y and involved with the the SGA constitution, wK~n you go 
SGA, in some way or another, that 10 the polls remember John's 
person is not going to be able to struggle which one day may·, be your 
concentrate on his/her·studies. and struggle and vote for the removal of 
perform his various duties to the .Codification 14 from the SGA 
best of his ability. If he is unable to constitution. 
do the best Possible job then a lot of . Elizabeth Jones 
other students suffer, and that is 
definateiy not fair! 
For the reasons just.mentioned, I 
feel that Codification 14 should 
remain in the SGA constitution. Be 
sure you vote this time! YES, your 
vote can make a difference!! 
Christina Parker 
Senator, Class of 1981, SGA 
Can it 
John·Smith. is a senior Political 
Science major at Bridgewater State 
College. For· three years John has 
been actively involved with the 
Political Science club and as a 
senator on the Student Govern~ 
ment Association. He has worked 
hard and diligently' on both 
organizations (he has been to 
Washington D.C. 3 times) helping to 
organize, for example the 
Washington Tfip or the U,N. Trip or 
different .speakers as well as serve 
on many. committees in the SGA. 
. After applying himself f9r three 
years, John"feels that he is more 
than qualified and, is . eager to serve 
as the Vice President of the Political 
Science clpb ~ well as retain his 
Candidate 
French 
r 0 The Student a<>dy, 
On March 7th {next Wednesday} 
elections will be held, for the 
execlitive offices of the Student 
Government Association .. At this 
time I, would like to announce my 
candidacy for the. office of First 
Vice-President. 
As the ranking Senator-at· Large I 
have gained valuable insight onto 
the probleI11s confronting the 
student body as well as 'gainitlg 
experience'in student goverriance; I 
plan to make some friendsirito the 
ptoblemscast upon the' college,' 
namely public higher .. education' 
reorganization,'. through, the 
guidance which the first VP lends to 
the Senate, My main priority.' will 
undoubtedly lie in making the SGA 
a more efficient and effective 
governing force, which I feel has 
been somewhat lacking this year. 
ralso have been appoint~d to the 
'Student Union Board of Governors 
and have done Dublic service work 
tiTS SETTut& ~"""""1 
TO SE Ti~E TO 
Go "'0 CLASS. 
with WBIM, which further enables 
me to gather knowledge of the 
workings of various organizations 
on campus. I hope to increase that 
awareness in the upcoming year 
making myself available to the 
student body for an suggestions and 
advice it might have. 
To accomplish" these goals I am 
going to n~ed your help. I ask your 
support on March 7th by casting. a 
vote for Sue French ... first Vice 
President.. .SGA. Thank you for 
your concern and support. It is 
greatly appreciated. 
In Sincerity, 
Susan M' French 
,..... ..... '. Senator~at-Large 
Student'Go"ernment: A.ssociation 
" t· I ... seman lea 
gem ... " 
Dear Mr. Fiebot and Mr: DuPont--
I must applaud your letter to the 
Editor which appeared in the 
February 15, 1979, COMMENT. 
The content was to the. point and 
coincident with my opinion that 
administrative attitudes, and not 
nec~sarily actions, should be 
questioned. As long as the college. 
student is treated as an 
irresponsible 'child, incapable of 
.IearninR or carrying out 
decision making processes, . 
Bridgewater will not· truly be an 
educational institution.· However, 
my'·highest praise. is reserved for 
your choice of the ' .. oxymoronic 
phrase, "rampant ap~thy.'" It does . 
this English majpr's heart a lot of 
good to stumble upon· such . a 
semantical gem. 
Vicki Smialek 
Class of '79 
,Unjust 
.ricketing 
Dear Sirs, . 
I feel that our campus police are 
getting ''''carried away" with their 
issuing of parking tickets. 
My car ran out of gas at the Hill on 
Sunday mornjng (Feb. 18).at 2:30 
a.m. It ran out of gqS 'in front of the 
dorm, and knowing that . it was 
illegally parked, I left a note . on my 
driver's window stating that the car 
had run out of gas and would be 
taken care of in the morning. When I 
went to the car at9:00 a.m., I found 
a' ticket tied to my driver's door 
(right under my note.) The time on 
thEl ticket was 3:10 a.m.- and the 
·officer's name on it was Williams. 
r feel this was very unreasonable on 
Officer . ~illiams' . part. Is' this the 
treatment' that cars that break down 
get from OJ,lr campus police? ldidn't 
ask to keep it therefor the weekend. 
I just asked for a little time-- until a 
gas station opened in the morning. 
I cal'). understand why the 
students vandalize the campus 
. policemen's cars. The campus 
police are uncooperative individuals 
who are a nuisance to the students. 
Officer Williams is a sorry example 
of a police officer if he can't be more 
cooperative with a student who has 
car trouble. I can't say all the 
campus police. are like Officer 
Williams, but the ones that are, are 
as bad examples of policemen as he 
is. 
I hope Officer Williams' car runs 
out of gas soon, so he can know hov 
it feels to put in the dilemma. 
I wrote this to show the students 
how helpful, cooperative, and 
reasonable our' campus police are. 
With fine men like Officer Williams 
working for our campus police 
what can we expect in the future. 
Sincerely, 
Douglas Schorr 
~. _. ._ . BSC student 
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[AnnOJlncements\ 
WEEKEND TRIP TO PHILADELPHIA 
The History Club will sponsor a weekend trip to historic Philadelphia on 
April 27, 28, 29. The cost will be approximately $26.10 for two nights 
accomodation at the Holiday Inn Independence Mall and a baggage 
change. Sign.ups will be on Monday, March 26, Tuesday, March 27, and 
Wednesday, March 28, from 9am·2pm across from the bookstore. 
Planned activities include Independence Hall and the Betsy Ross House, 
as well as a walking tour of other historic sites. Sign up early asther~ is a 
limit of forty people. 
········Sii.yriEN:r·-;i"ciioiV·FOiiiiuMAN·CONSiiivATioN········ 
Voting for the Executive Board will take place in Room 2 in the Student 
Union at 11:00am on March 6th. If you will not be able to vote at that time 
please contact Elaine at ext.463. or Toni at 697-7503 as soon as possible. 
······"1979··WHAfr·WATCH·iRips··························· ............................ . 
The whale watch trips are now open to all Bridgewater State College, 
faculty, students, and staff. There are three trips this year. May 10,22, 
and 29. All trips depart Provincetown at 10:30a.m. Cost per person·· 
$6.00. I would appreciate payment when you sign up to avoid some of the 
confusion of last year. Additional information is posted outside Room 
114 of the Science Building or can be obtained by calliflg me or Mrs. 
DeVincentis. Last year's trips were very successful, with good sightings 
of both finbacks, and humpbacks. I hope this year's trips are even more 
so. When you sign up please indicate whether you can take riders to 
Provincetown and please give a phone number where you can be 
contacted. Dr. Jahoda··Biology Department ext.317. 
········EARTH·sEiENCi·AND·GEOGRAPHy·CLUS············ .. ······· ... 
Larry Tuck, a representative from Brockton Edison, will speak on the 
future energy needs of New England. At 7:00pm there is coffee and 
munchies in $,-309. The lecture is at 7:30pm in the Library Lecture Hall 
on Wednesday March 7. Please join us! 
··· .. ···HANDi'KiDS·S'fOONG··voi'iii\iTiEiis········· .. ··· .. ····· .. · ...... ; .... - . 
Handi Kids is seeki~g volunteers to assist with its SI?~ing and Sum~er , 
Recreation Programs for perSOns with physically or mentally disabling' 
conditions. Programs which are planned and executed to meet the 
social, creative and domestic arts, physical recreation, environmental , 
exploration, camping, socials, and special events. Handi Kids will 
provide you with opportunities to get involved.in creative, worthwhile 
programs and activities while providing a much needed service. Persons 
interested. in volunteering time thoughout the Spring and/or Summer 
should contact Richard Gaddes, c/o Handi Kids, 470 Pine Street 
Briagewater, Mass. 697-7557 or 963·0472. ' 
'-·wINNEii·o¥·VALENfiNE;S·RAFFL"E·DiNNER·j:·oii·fWo···· 
J AT CHRISTO'S 
.. Congratulatjonsto Karen Spinelli of Taunton! Enjoy your mea,l! To the 
rest of .you who supported us also, thank you! The Senior Class. 
··-·····RAMBUNG··iHROUGiiiRELiWii'······ .. · .. ··················· ............ .. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nash of Brockton will present a travelogue 
"'Rambling through Ireland" at the Bridgewater Public Library on 
Wedf\esdCW~'Q{..,~t .. -7:~Q ~J:l1 •. In !h~ir r~mplin,gt9ur9f Ireland, the 
Nasnes exp16redtne Connelhai;a tegl6n/the':'Shaiinori:RiverValley"and 
scenic County Kerry. They visited the monastic ruins of Clonmacnoise 
and the lakes of Killarney. The Nashes have lectured throughout this 
area and are active members of the Color Slide Club of Brockton and the 
Brockton Historical Society. The public is invited to attend this free 
program in themeeting,room of the library. 
""""i;NANCIAi ·A1ri··APPuc;::rioNS······-····· .. ······ .. ········· .. ········ ..... -
Need Money for 1979-80·Financial Aid applications are available in the 
Financial AidOffice, Tillinghast Hall, now for the 1979·80 academic year. 
Don't be late, apply! 
HEAL TH CENTER 
Insurance identification cards must be picked up at the Health Center at . 
Tillinghast Hall. If you haven't picked up yours please do so soon. 
Student members of the Health Center are available to listen to your 
comments, suggestions or problems." If you would . like to discuss, 
anything related to the Health Center, contact Ann Hackenson at Pope 
Hall, ext.38~"or Jim Calnan at the Comment Office, ext.260. . 
WRITING CENTER 
the Writing Center in Maxwell 238 offers the student an opportunity for 
individualized instruction in writing. Whatever. the writing problem, 
minor or major, grammatical, m~chanical,' syntactical, rh~torical. or 
stylistic, the Writing Center will do its best to help the student diagnose 
the problem ana develop an instructional pr9gram designed to remedy it. 
The extent of a student's time commitment is flexible; participation is 
voluntary. The Writing Center will be staffed during the following hours: 
Monday, 9 am to noon: Prof. Angell; noon to 3 pm, Prof. McGinnis. 
Tuesday, 10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson; 12:30·3:39 pm; Prof. Angell. 
Wednesday, noon to3 pm:Prof. McGinnis and Donnelly. Thursday, 
10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson, and Friday, 9 am to noon: Prof. 
Angell. 
·"--····SiNiciRS"·io·siAR·iN·MUi.ii~MEDiA·SHOW·······-·· ........... . 
Seniors, you are the stars of your own multi-media slide show! See 
yourself and your friends at the Quincy Marketplace on April N', 1979. 
Enjoy the show and the party. Dpn't worry, we have bus rides. $2.50 for 
seniors; $3.00 for underclassmen. Or, if you take the bus, $4.00 for 
seniors, and $4.50 for underclassmen. 
............................................................................. _ .................................................................. -- ........ ,.. ........................................................... -:- ............... .. 
TUTORING 
The PROGRESS/OUTREACH Tutorial Serv~ce is looking for qualified 
tutors to work within the tutorial program. Any students 'who are 
'interested in earning extra money by tutoring fellow college students 
should contact Mrs. Dorie AuCoin at extension 370 or stop by her office 
in the Admissions and Information Center in Tillinghast Hall. Tutors are 
needed in all subject areas. 
········OUi·OP·S·TAiifSCHOLARSnip·A·vAiiAJjU·· .. ·········· .... , ... 
. Applications are now available for the Steven G. Laskoff Memorial 
Scholarshi~: This award is in the amount of $500.00 and is given to a 
deserving out·of·state. student. Applications may be procured in the 
SGA Office on the second floor ofthe Student Union. They are due in by 
Friday March 9th and the selection will be announced on Honors Day. 
Lvtarch I, I"JPJ I Nt:. \!:.UMlVJ.d, l' 0>' 
·-.... ··EQVESiiiiAN·CLU£j .. ·· .. ·· .. · .. ·· .. ········· .. ····· .. ··· .. · .. ·· .................. -- ...... . 
The sse Equestrian Club is looking for new members. If interested BS C ' 
check Bulletin Board No. n on the ground floor of the Union for meeting '. S ' 
notices, or see Ann in Pope Hall. Rm. 223 . 
.. ······HARTFORD·PUSUC·SCHOOLS-······ ...... · .. ·---···· .... ···· .............. -.. 
Elementary School Teacher needed. Must be bilingual in 
Portuguese!English. Notify Teacher Preparation and Placement Office 
immediately if you are i!1terested. Recruiting 
.. · .. ··"FAciiiyy··YiARBOOK··PHOTOS·· .. ···· .. ···· .. ··· .. -· .. · .. " .... ·· .. · ........ . 
Faculty··jf you could drop off the date and time that would be most 
convenient for picture·taking in the info booth it would be greatly 
appreciated. Asst. Editor 79 Yearbook. ! 
~~.:::.:.:..:--=: ...... -- ... ~ ... -............ -............ -.... -........ -.......... -............................ -.......................................................................................... .. 
Super 
Students 
SPRING WEEK UPDATE by Suzuki 
We are holding a meeting in Conference room 4 (across from the rhave noticed On this campus a 
information booth) The meeting is about the organization of Spring special breed of student. It is a smaJI, 
Week. All are welcome. We need the ideas. Time: 6:30, Place: Conf. 4, select group. They have 
Who: Everyone, Why: To organize the Spring Week Ideas and Activities.. demonstrated unique ideas in a wide 
We hope to see everyone there. If you can't make it, please contact YOl variety of fields from art to safety. 
the program committee. This group appears to consist 
........ _ ........................................................................................ _ ......... _.............. mostly of boys, but due to their 
FUGHT ATTENDANT OPEMNG modesty and humility (they seldom 
Interested in becoming a Flight Attendant for Braniff International take credit for their deeds), I canit 
Airlines? March 6th (Tuesday) from 11:00amto 12:00 noon, Bridgewater txi sure if they are all boys, or even 
students will be interviewed at Salem State College. Representatives how small their number is. 
from Braniff International will be conducting group interviews to recruit Throughout the campus one can 
for Flight Attendant positions. They will be hiring qualified applicants find evidence of their physical 
through these interviews. YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW prowess. Their consideration for 
THROUGH THE CAREER· EXPLORATION CENTER BEFORE their fellow students is well· known 
MARCH 2. This is sponsored by the Placement Center at Salem State and still no one seems to know the 
College. For more details please contact the Bridgewater State Career identity of even one of this special 
Exploration Center (ground floor of the Student Union or ext.485). breed. 
········jOS·OPENING···· .. ········ .. ·······················-............................................ Re~~~~y ~~it~ ~~i~i~;~:=~~ , 
Immediate job opening as a Sales Representative in the Cape Cod area lights on the Summer S1. .side of 
with Vestal Laboratories. A background in Chemistry or Biology would Scott, I found on ... top of one of 
be very helpful.. For further information contact the Career Exploration them beside. the' photo cell, a 
Center (ground floor of.the Student Union or' ext. 485).. , . smashed Miller bottle. This 
...................... ••• J ........................................................................ ~....................... obviously .. demonstrates a superb 
LAST CHANCE taste in beer, as well. as good aim 
March will be the last month that resume writing seminars will be held in, demonstrating superior physical 
the Career Exploration Center. Make sure. you attend one of the abilities" This person's con. 
following times if you haven't yet: Tues. March 6, l1:00am, Wed. March siderations for his fellow students is 
7, 7:30pm, Thurs. March 8, ll:00am, Tues. March 27, 1:30pm, Wed. obvious. He must have realized that· 
March 28, lO:00ani. and Thurs. March 29. l1:00am. breaking the photo cell would cause 
........................................... -......................................... -.............................. -..... the light to stay on continuously 
LEARN TO LOVE (even if they were off at the time), 
Join us in our search to understand a bit··God,ourselves, life··in the thereby assuring adequate light for 
Worship Workshop BSC Union, Room 207 every Wednesday at their fellow students at all times. 
3:30pm. ChristIan Fellowship. At' the" 'Rill this group has 
.--.-...... _. __ .... . .... . - demonstrated a deep' concern for AA MEETiNG ............................................ ,....................................... the safety of theidellow hill dwellers 
There is an AA Meeting at t~e Catholic Centf!r evetY MOtlday. rdahtat by organizing reguJarfiredrilJs~N,ot 
8:30. This isan,opim rneeting~ The public andaJl interested are invited. H . only.· does ·.··this assure' that : all 
alcohol.is a'pro~lem in your life, Alcoholics Anonymous is hereto help, . residents Will know theetiacuation 
For more information, contact Fr. MacNamara at the Catholic Center, procedure, but it aJso left Mr. 
ext. 555. Cummings to know that the system 
···:·~··~G:/i;(ji.iQiii.~~·;··;·::;··:;·::~;;:;::·.;~~:.:;,i·:;,f;i~h~h:;·i;i·l;~~;~f~~?;;;,:l~j~~~~:~~;~~~~J~,,:il;;,iS .always in proper working order 
The First Parish in Bridgewater, Unitarian Universalist, annourices tFie . 'mom ~~~~~~i!~ 
second in a series of programs on the theme '"Learning to Cope," . knoWing the dorms are safe.} 
Tuesday, February 27th at 8:00pm. Featured in this session will be the Who would have thought that 
film" A House in the Woods" starring Maria Schell as a housewife caught Nod, that sublime expample of the 
up in depression; the story deals with the ,effects depression has on a metal sculptor's art, could be 
family. Ample time for discussion and questions will be part of the imporoved upon? Well' these 
program. Depression is the most common of emotional probl people (?) demonstrat~d their 
Coffee will be served, and the public is invited at no charge'. The First superior artistic tastes and abilities 
Parish is l0cated on School Street, a block from the Bridgewater town by adding just the right splash of 
square; parking is available: For further information, call 697·2525. color. , 
.................... ___ ................................... _ ............................................ ".................. And what do students hate more 
TUTORING than Tilly food, parking out in east 
The PROGRESS/OUTREACH Tutorial Service is looking for qualified Oversneaker and Doug Schorr'ss 
tutors in the following subject areas; English Composition, Topics in radio program? Waiting in line 
Math, Statistics, Math Analysis n, Spanish, and Class Piano I. All of course. This group has managed 
students who would like to earn extra money while helping a fellow tQ J~h9rtel'! "" few lines. By 
student should contact Mrs. Dorie AuCoin in the Admissions Office in discovering meLnods to' steal 
Tilly l1all, Extension 370. . 'library books, they· have. reduced 
.: ........... :............................................................................................................. waiting time at checkout points·· a 
1979 ORIENTATION/REGISTRATION LEADER gesture in sure we all appreciate. I 
PROGRAM ' . mean, after all; what bothers you 
Applicat"ionsare now being accepted for the 1979 more? Not being able to get a: book 
. Orientation/RegistrationLeader Program and may be obtained at the or waiting a few extra seconds in ' 
Office of Student Life, Boyden Hall. The person will assist with all aspects line? 
of the Orientation/Registration Program including, but not limited to, They have demonstsrted their 
academic advising, placement testing, mini·sessions, recreation. and physical abilities and their "'macho'" 
other special programs, registration, and residence hajj supervision. (perhaps to admiring coeds?) On 
Positions for 40 persons available on a 24-hour per day basis from June 7 several occasions. Broken marble 
through June 15, 1979·to participate in a live·in program. Underclassmen partitions. in Scott; door latches 
selected will also assist at Orientation/Registration related programs ripped out of doors at the Hill, 
during the 1979-80 Academic Year. The following is required; a thorough speakers from the"walls in the S.U .. 
knowledge of academic policies and procedures at SSC, the abUity to as~ell~;thousands-ofdollarsworih> 
work with others, to carry out support tasks, and to assume leadership of ctamage 'around campus attest to 
role when appropriate, participation in campus activities, attendance' at their physical ability. Perhaps the 
Pre·Orientation Training Sessions. the ability to think creatively and motive behinp all this is to drive the 
translate ideas into effective programs, and a commitment to making this cost of education up , thereby 
the best Orientation/Registration Program! The salary is $140.00 plus keepingg the lower classes out of 
room and board. The deadline for applications is April 6, 1979. Fional B.S.C. (1 doubt it's. necessary. Ed 
informatiQ,n please see Dean Martha Jones or Miss MaureenFitzGerald King can do it alone.) 
in the Office of Student Life, Boyden Hall. These individuals have shown the . 
········BS'C·STAGE·'liANi)······· .. ······-···· .... ··· .. · .. ····,··., ................................. . 
The sse Stage Band r:ehearses each Monday and Wednesday in Room 
UG4 of the STude,nt Union at 4:30. The band received many 
compliments on its performance in the WJAR·TV Cerebral Palsey 
Telethon and was even recalled to the stage for an encore in that 
telecast. Several 'performance dates are lined up for the coming months. 
Anyone interested in joining the 'group should come to any rehearsel 
ready to sit in arid play. " . 
WBIM WBIM 
selves to be truely uniqu~ . 
definately in a class by themselves. 
Their most amazing trait is their 
secrecy. Even with all they've cone 
done B.S.C. no one seems to know 
who they are. 
, P.S. -there will be no Comment 
last week. . 
Pregnc;lot? B. . F.ree.Testing . . Counseling 
... irthright I 
583-1510 428 No. Main 51.: Brockton 
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Interview with 
(Cont. from p.l) 
lOt oIreS'earch went into the kind of 
governance it should have. A point 
that was made then is still more valid 
today·-that is, that our whole 
orientation should be service, that 
we are not a political group. 
Although all of us certainly have 
our own opinions, when we're 
expressing them we are probably 
not doing the job we should be. 
[[hat job is] providing a forum and a 
service orientation for the entire 
college community (which definitely 
includes staff, faculty, and even the 
surrounding townspeople to some 
extent) to come together and share 
in these activities. , 
The appointment system has 
provided us, the campus, with a way 
of seeing that students who have 
gotten on the Board for a year or 
two aqd done a really good job 
would be able to continue in that, 
because many of the issues that 
involve a Student Union and its 
services are not those that lend 
themselves well to the electoral 
process, and 111 give you an 
example. If I were a student 
[running] for Board ofGovemors or 
Program Committee on' the basis 
that we should have six outdoor 
concerts and the price of beer 
should be lower, I might win that 
election. But that doesn't 
encompass the realities of us living 
in this town, and the arrangements 
we have with the selectmen who 
give us our license. For example, 
we're restricted to two concerts per 
year, and all of the votes I may 
gather on that basis really would not 
enable the· Student Union to have 
more than two concerts per year. 
Another imfX)rtant factor is that 
we are able to maintain our base of 
expertise, cIDtong the Program 
Committee, in particular. The 
students that serve on the Program 
Committee for the first year are 
really just getting on their feet. I'm 
particularly prolld of the. Program 
' .. Committee; by "Comparison'· to 
almost any other Student Union·· 
this is certainly through no credit to 
me--our Program Committee 
compares favorably with any others 
that I know of. These people might 
not be the ones who would 
campaign and win an election 
[primarily] because they. know our 
situation and what is required to get 
things done. 
THE COMMENT: It seems to be 
important to know the climate of a 
community such as Bridgewater. 
DR. VENO: That's true. Some of 
the other state colleges are pretty 
. well isolated from surrounding 
commul1ity J but our nearest house 
is maybe a·· hundred. yards away. 
Incidentally, a few years ago, the 
'past owner of that house, he and a 
group he represented, was able to 
keep us.in court from trying to 
obtain a license for the Rathskellar 
for twb years. So, the community is 
a very real, important factor around 
here, as it should be. 
,THE COMMMENT: Do you have 
any plans for the modification of the 
Rathskellar when the drinking age is 
raised? ' 
DR. VENO: Well, of course, that 
depends partly on how high the age which is the chief organization on 
is changed. To this point, we've only campus for disseminating that 
had alot of informal discussion information. I mentioned that we 
about what our options would be, were considering it and that I had a 
and it has not come before the model which was done by a student. 
Board to take any sort of real action. Our intent was never to make it a 
The obvious and immediate point student or non-student piece of art. 
is that we will certainly comply with We would probably have shied away 
the spirit and the letter of whatevet from art which was not done by a 
the law is, as we have in the past. For known and reputable artist if it were 
example, if large numbers of not for the strong reccomendation 
students are excluded from entering which Professor Heller gave to the 
the Rat~kellar, we might open it artist whose work was eventually 
one or two nights a week without chosen. [The choice was made] 
serving alcohol, and provide a because of the on-campus 
coffeehouse kind of atmosphere. To recommendation, because of all the 
get better use of the room, I'm sure research we had done, and also 
we'd perhaps improve the lightins because of financial considerations. 
and 'use it for meetings during the I don't want it to be considered that 
day. But most people feel we should we bought it as a bargain piece of art 
change as little as possible--that for that reason, but it was 
there are a large number of students approximately one·fifth of the cost 
who are over twenty or twenty'one, of all the other things we looked at I 
and all of our students will am also really happy that we were 
eventually reach legal age while they able to find a Bridgewater student 
are still here at Bridgewater. who is able to have this impact on 
- One important consrOeration is the campus. If certain people felt 
whether or not we would have to excluded rromthe process, I am 
exclude any students who are sincerely sorry about that. My intent 
paying the fee to use the building throughout was to get all of the input 
from one area of it, At this point, the we possibly could on the item. 
RathskeUar is on a'break-even basis, THE COMMENT: What- is the 
, and its customer charges pay for the -"'five' percent budget cut'" for the 
RathskeUar, SO 'it Would not:be true" StUdent' Union' that was mentioned 
except in a very general way that in the newspaper, and what were its 
fees support the Rathskellar. So I effect$ supposed to be on the 
hope that we would continue to Student Union programs?'· 
operate as close to the. present DR. VENO: The budget cut has 
situation as possible. . Another never really been expressed 
consideration is the programing adequately in anything that I've read 
throughout the campus. Many of so far in the paper. It,was purely a 
our programs, either fortunately or voluntary. internal decision to 
unfortunately,. depending on your simply spend money more slowly 
own point of view, include alcohol. until we were more confident-·and 
And 1 think that's a question that's we're· not yet confident--that the 
going to have to be 'fa£ed by many fees that we receive this year will be 
sponsors on campu~· including, of all that we expected. It looks as 
course, the Program Committee. though they will not, but it is hard to 
I'm 'referring to Ballroom-type give a precise answer to that. Fees 
events and perhaps even some off are sometimes collected quit~ 
campus events that the· Student slowly, and as they are sent to us by 
Union does not get involved in. the Bursar's office we are mor~ able 
THI;: .. COMMENT:'I~,~~of "." to',as$€tnb~'a;)iefure ;ofwhat;our 
Governors are referring td income is going to be. 
Ba1lroom~type events ,and perhaps Last October I, with the help and 
even some off-campus .;ive.·)ts that advi~e of [president Rondileaul as 
the, Student Union does. not get we were discussing the budget, we 
involved in. .tL ~L IlIVUJVea m. decided that it would be it) our own 
THE COMMENT: Could you interest to simply hold back a little 
explain the process of selection bit rather than get to maybe April 15 
surrounding the new sculpture for and realize that we had spent too 
the front of the Union? much in advance, and also to 
DR. VENO: The B.oard. of reconsider the budget again during 
Governors adopted . [its purchase} this month, which I"m in the process 
at its last meeting. The situation was of doing. We did not transfer the 
explained quite well in a letter by the money to any other place, it is still in 
Chairperson of our Aesthetics our, accounts, and it was just a 
Committee, Judy Noonan.· We matter of being a Uttle cautious with 
started looking into the subject of our spending to see that we take 
, some sort of outdoor sculpture fOk', th~O account all possible fa~tors. 
the front of the building last' THE C-OMMENT: Does Gover-
September. At that time, being 
novices in the area of buying art, nor King's budget cutting pian affect 
especially such anirnportantpiece; the Union at ,all? ; 
we contacted ProfessOr Heller· of JjJl.~.VENO:.·1 would ,have to say 
,the Art Department, who gave us that I don't· know. Since we're 
some really good advice~ ,We generally supported by fees, I'm 
eventually contacted twenty to sure many of our usual· programs 
twenty-five artists through the will continue, but it will ~how up in 
Boston Visual Artists' Union, which . some other areas because it is all 
we visited to'see artists work, to related. For example, if we are 
meet sculptors, and so forth. During . unable to fill custodial positions as 
~ that period, I was actually looking they become vacant~ we might be 
for all sorts of help. At the College forced to use more student fee 
Commur:'i_ty Relations Council, money or work-study students to 
tc:~ __ ----,,-:--""'"':'------.-;..;:.;;.:.~-:...;~-..;.;...-~-.::. maintain the building rather than 
run a copy center or the other things 
that we would prefer to see them 
doing. I'm just guessing now, but it 
FL YlNGPIZZA 
Telephone 697-8631 
Bridgewater delivery only 
Tuesday-Sunday 5:0nJl:OOp.m. 
. may . be that as some of our 
mechanical systems get older and 
break down, and I'm sure you've 
, seen our problems with the heat in 
the building, that we1) be asked or 
required to make more of these 
repairs ourselves rather than having 
the . state do. it, as their budget 
becomes less. I'm sure there will be 
at least some generalized impact .• 
THE COMMENT: Are state funds 
involved at all in any other areas in 
the Union? 
DR. VENO: Well, yes; This is a 
state building, and the state 
maintenance system applies here. 
The heat and light for the building 
are paid for by the state as they are 
for all of the other state buildings. 
THE COMME~T:Due_ to the 
state standardization of admiriistra~ 
tion, have . you really become 
Dr. Veno 
n. Richard Veno, Director of the Student Union. 
answerable to Vice-President and stop doing other necessary 
Deep? things, and find the money for a 
DR. VENO: Yes, I have. short term. But the Union is not 
THE COMMENT: And in what prepared at all to make a long-term 
areas-- ·how would this change investment which would result in an 
things? additional expenditure of $20,000 
DR. VENO: I don't think that it will over just the next few years. I'm not 
change things, except to improve sure where the minimum wage goes 
communication among us. I've after it hits $3.30, but I'm sur@ that it 
always been in·. fairly close contact will continue to 90 up, and probably 
with Vice President ··Deep,. Dean at an accelerating rate. 
Jones, and the others in the Student THE COMMENT: Could you give 
Life Office, and now that Student some examples of what the reserve 
Union Director is an integral part of fund has been used for in the past? 
that staff, things can only be DR. VENO: Yes. It's for more· 
improved in that area. There are to orless one-time, large expenditures, 
be no major changes-·I've discqssed and 111 give you an example of some 
this quite extensively with Vice things that are likely to come up. We 
l'resident Deep, and there are no need. for example, to perhaps 
immediate changes .on the horizon, replace the whole dishwasher in the 
except those instigated by the Commuter Cafeteria, which would 
Student Union. be a huge expense, many thousands 
THE COMMENT: Back to the of dollars. We will soon need to 
Board of Governors, could you replace all of the Rathske11ar 
discuss the extent of their authority furniture. We need to make the 
and influence o~,e workings of the building barrier·free for access for 
Union, partic\: Ai ,y with regard to hadicapped persons, and we're not 
the budget? . <l>, . . ... sure what that ex~tlseisgoitlg to 
DR!. .:VENO:.Let-me:tellyo1Jb()w.c:i;~;~lt~t!:ftj#~)'~Er~·jt~:~~y: 
next· year's' t->udget is· going, to bEr~ '1ar~.· ,[The ':reserv(;'tttndf is alSo to 
developed. This year's l::Sudget and give us a safety margin in our 
Purchasing sub-committees will spending. 1 wish that it were much 
meet with me·-and we've met once larger, in fact, I wish that. it were 
already--once'or twice more in the perhaps a whole year's worth of 
'near future to go over the big areas funds. As it is now, although the 
of consideration for next year's figure of about $65,000 sounds really 
budget. Well work towards refining large, that would not be enough to 
it as I get more information available sustain Us for more than a couple of 
and their opinion becomes Ipore months. 
clear. In other words, we1l try to get THE COMMENT: How was .the 
our priorities-together. We have a. reserve fund established and how is 
procedure that permits a new Board it accumulated? 
of Governors to be in office for a DR. VENO: It includes funds which 
month before the old one expires. were perhaps not spent during the 
At that point, the new Budget and early days of the Student Union. 
Purchasing sub-committee will meet Also; if we finish the year with a few 
the old one and make any thousand dollars, and I'm quite sure j 
comments, changes, suggestions, we will not, then that few thousand 
that they. want jn. sub-(fomrnittee, 'dollars does not leave the Union. It 
and 111 ~ork With them on'that. stays with us and goes to our 
,When they are ready· in whatever reserve fund, to be used as the 
form is acceptable to thein, the new Board of Governors sees fit over the 
.Buaget and Purchasing, sub· coming years. But for some 
committee will recomrrlend it to the perspective on it, 111 have to 
new Board of Governors for their estimate, but I think in the past five 
" consideration. When they adopt it, or--six years it's gone from 
. that budget becomes the working somewhere around $110,000 down 
document for me and the staff t9 to $65,000, although I'm not very 
administer the Student Union. The clear on those figures right now. 
Board of Governors has never THE COMMENT: Are you at all 
been, and isn't intended to be, an considering a proposal to raise. the 
administrative group; it is intended Student Union fee? 
to be a policy formulation group, DR. VENO: I am not at this time. I 
which it does quite well. was part qf the increase last time _. 
The other input that the Board and supported it fully, after the 
would have is' in regard' to our Board of Governors and I had spent 
reserve fund. The reserve fund is a a tremendous amount of time: 
sum ofrnoney which, ·in recent looking over all our options. When I 
years, has been much larger ~ and is 'we got to the point where every 
dwindling because of inflation and single .one of our options was more 
our need to make, some major repugnant than trying to increase 
repairs on the ,building .. For any the fee, then our situation became 
reserve fund spending, a vote ofthe clear and we actively supported [an 
Board of Governors is required. increase.] I'm not quite at that 
THE COMMENT:, Could the position yet. 
reserve be used for situations such THE COMMENT: Could .you 
as the minimum wage raise? roughly compare the amount you 
DR. VENO:Well, it can be used for collect in fees to the amount you 
certain items, but the minimum need for optimum operation? 
wage question is, in my opinion, a DR. VENO: That's really very 
separate one. Granting 'minimum difficult, because we are continually 
wage now, for example, is really just re-evaluating our needs. A facility 
'the beginning of a program which like this pne demands aAhuge.supply 
would cost us an additional $20,000 of money for programs and servIces 
over the next few years. If we were and staff, if we're to take advantage 
to act quickly today we might have (C t 10) 
. on. on p. 
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The Arts 
AIRPLAY 
BSC Funny Girl 
The Greatest Star 
• 
IS 
by D. B. Virtue and Denise Martin 
New music, Sundays on WBIM, Dire Straits, Leslie Scott and mor~. 
, ***** . 
Sunday afternoons and evenings are the times to listen to WBIM of by Robert A Cote 
you enjoy differe!lt music. Starting at 3 and continuing until midnight Laurie Sindone. a veteran of 
WB!M changes Its format to include Classical Listening, Jazz. and several high school and college 
Fusion Jazz, At 3 pm Dom Levasseur brings you the best in classical theatrical productions, has recently 
music (not b~d t~te tor an .engineer). At ~ o'clock Terry Giove brings earned the lead in the Hingham 
you the best In fuSIon Jazz. F mally at 8 Robin Pearl spins pure jazz to jazz Community theatre presentation of 
up your night to the max. Be sure to listen to 91.5 on Sundays for a taste Funny Girl. In a tough competition, 
of different sounds. Laurie was chosen from a field of 
***** seven serious competitors for the 
The M.D. wants to let you k now that a lot of fine new music has landed part ofF anny Brice. Laurie, a pretty. 
a! B~'s doorstep. Leading t~e p.ack is a newly discovered guy named five-foot six-inch, brown-eyed native 
JImmie M~ck. Although Jimmie had previously release. an album of Scituate. Mass_. credits her 
simply titled Jimmie Mack it comes nowhere near the repercussions earning the role to her powerful 
that On the Comer has had. Correspondence from allover the singing voice. 
country clues us that Jimmie will soon explode. A band called Gulliver is No stranger to the stage, Laurie 
an early pick since it was just received this week. Ridin' the says although this is her first non-
Wind(incidentally featured yesterday on New Release·) should be scholastic production and she will 
another hot group and BIM wants you to know that we a~e behind these be on stage almost throughout the 
guys. They· have a sound that reminds usaf Fleetwood Mac and entire performance, she is not 
Jefferson Starship. Another new sound to look for is the Jan Park .album nervous . ., love the attention!'" she 
called.The Jan Park Bandi more on them as they develop. Judy Collins said. 
has finally released Hard Times/orLovers.lt's been ages since Judy The part of Fanny Brice requires 
c~r~ed our ears and this album is 'almost worth waiting for. It is a person with more than talent. "'It is 
hlghhgh~ed by the title cut •. but Happy End ~nd a.few·movie'cuts also a very demanding part, requirtngthe 
debu~ on this wax. Briefly we want. to let You,.knqw. that,Bad Co."the abilltyJo :;i~gav,ari.~ty.ofSongsfrom-
9
T1u.bes .. 5, and G,eorge Harrisc;m all have new releases and we: have them at ' the quiet; movins emotidnal PeOple, . 
to' such robust and invigorationg 
,***** songs as Don't Rain on My Parade 
Are you the type of person that couldn't grow a weed if you wanted to? and I'm the Greatest Star" 
Well. if you'd like to acquire a "green thumbN listen to WBIM at 8:40 every When not performing, Laurie is a 
w,:ekday morning tor Tips on Plants and Flowers with Susan sophQmore Communications Arts 
Wilson. and Science major here at B.S_C. In 
***** her spare time Laurie keeps herself 
WBIM wo.uld like to congratulate Dire Straits on their fine appearance occupied with such diverse hobbies 
at the Paradise last week and in the same sentence want all of you to as writing poetry~·. swimming, 
know that WBCN wasn't to only people behind you guys. sewing, skiing, and ventriloquism. Laurie Sindone wilJ .be playing Fanny Brice in Funny Girl. (PHOTO BY JON1 
***** Upon graduation in 1981 Laurie DAHLENE) 
Speaking of WBCN, we would like to deny the" rum~r .. that plans to pursue a career on stage. "very happy for her because it's lead of Nick Arnstein is played by a 
Charles Laquidara and Tracy Roach applied for the Amateur Hour When asked how her parents. {eft something she enjoys doing." 1977 BSe graduate, Steven 
(Darryl Martininwas refused). about her future pJansLaurie said, Laurie's mother, Priscilla said, "A Budkiewicz. 
***** "There aren't many people whose career in the theater is something Funny Girl will be presented on 
.. Leslie Scott has been selected as this week's D.J. of the week. Leslie parents will support them when they she, has wanted. She has always March 23 and 24 and aJ~the30and 
,,~~, 9~~~,·yJOlkir~.at.J~~,Jor four years and has contributed an indicate an interest ina theatrical been singing and dancing since her 31 a,t HinSham HighSchoolat8p.m_ 
';f;I',",~,91lA~~,'.HHre!ap1b!J~~ .. f~~Yl)t~!,~tVl.~~nd '~,O, ,rt:t9~t",~~S!a.tio ..J)',.LMliebQS,,~. . career but mine are in favor of it. I first role as HGrumP':/ in Snow White Tickets are $3-00 ($2.00 for 
e)'t (\~ ~1'~~C!@11 JaJ~!M fortVlo 3&ar$..;which.involve.sa c()nst~nt ,":"" knowho~' c?nfid~t.·,~~ey 'ar~ ,of' back in 1972. .. ---- students and are available from the ;,~~tw~hfue~~~~~fu~do~~f~~~~~~~'~.~r· m~~~~'~~~r~~\~~~$~~"'~;~~~~r~:~~~'~J~W~. 
she is responsible for the local news rep<?rts whic~ are heard twice daily, Laurie's father, Larry Sindone, js interesting sidelight, that thernale . ' . .. .. .' 
the weekly campus news report which is heard on Wednesday nights 
~nd t~e cute and informative Take 5 reports. Leslie's show (yes, she is a 
Jock) lsheardWednesdays from 3-5. She has an internship at WEEI.FM 
and will have a B.A. in Communications when she graduates in May. 
Program Committee: 
***** We hope you had a nice Mardi Gras and an even nicer eclipse. Ove.r 




by Stephen Gray 
Chairperson of Entertainment 
Entertainmerit Weekly is a device 
to let you, the students, know about 
the events coming to us via Program 
Committee_ I'll try to let everyone 
. . ... know as far in advance as possible Ou tsid~ Bridgewat~r~; , so, YOU can purchase your tickets 
, •• • ••. \;Ii and/or set your plans: up. Now to Cu~ent-Awake ~nd Slngl IS p!aymg at Tnmty Square, 201 . recap the ,past few events. 'J, 
Washmgton St., PrOVIdence, R.I. un~il March 4 .. Performanc~ are To sb\rtitalloff, theDatingGame 
Tuesday through SUJ1d~yat 8:00 p.m. m .the Upstatrs Theatre. TIckets was a huge success. I hope when I 
are ~.OO for S~turday mghts, $7.00 for Fnday mghts, and $6.50 for other graduate this year. ~meone will ' 
evemngs. Mattnees are Wednesday, Saturday., and Sunday afternoons continue this. fine' tradititon and 
at 2:00 p.m., tickets are $5.00. Student discounts are available. For more maybe add a Faculty Oldywed.game 
information. call 401-351424~. . or something. But the nextnightthe 
Current--P'ayboy'o! the Western Worid by John Millington Synge Energetics fascinated the enUre 
will be at the Lyric Stage Company. 54 Charles Street, Beacon Hill" audience with their display of 
B.oston;until March 24th. Performances are Wednesdays-Fridays at 8 creative talent and fantastic voices. 
. pm and Saturdays at 5 and 8 pm. Tickets are $4,"$'4.50, and $5.50, The songs of John Martine 
depending on day chosen. Group, senior citizen, and student discounts captivated a quiet Rathskeller 
available. There is a Dinner Theatre package with The Hampshire crowd (is there such a thing?) on 
House (84 Beacon Street). For more information ancireservations, call Tuesday the 20th, and· also a 
742~8703. . Western Night Disc~-competing 
March 5-:-'-Monday Night Concert Series at the New England against the Commercial Club on 
Conservatory. This week's concert presents works by some of New Friday. I'm sure Elaine Silver 
, ... , c>'Eng}artd Conservatory's· student composers. The performance will be hypnotized her audience last night 
held·inBrown Hall at 8. pm. Admission is.free. For more infotmation~ call . in. the Formal Dining Room_ These 
the Jordan Hall Box Office at 53~2412.. . are the' events past·-now the B.S. C. 
March 5 and 8-.Afro .. American Music/Jazz Department, ·future., . 
concerts. March 5, the guest artist will be LesThimmig,professor of 'Asllook into my crystal baill see 
composition at University of Wisconsin. The performance is at Williams Ja variety of . entertainment. The 
Hall at 8 pm; March 8, Jaki Byard and Jimmy Guiffre will direct small "B~seball Bears" present a nightclub 
ensembles performing works by student composeers in Jordan Hall at 8 with Disco, Rock n'Roll, . Western 
p.m.·Admission is free to both events. For more information, call the and a fullliqupr bar from 8-12. The 
Jord~n Hall Box Office at 536·2412. price is $1.25. THAT'S TONITE!! 
On Tuesday, March 6 th, there Bashan's female accomplice found 
will be a student/faculty/admin- the disc in Paulme'$ lUs9age~ 
istration night. We urge many Putting them in the bosom of her 
students and faculty to attend. dress, the accomplice pulled a kiife 
There will be a band playing from 4- on Pauline. Bob saved Pauline and 
9. "Smith' and Johnson"'! are two she retrieved the disc. Bashan's 
graduates from good old sse. men broke into the room .and 
, Showup. and get to . know your pushed both Bob and Pauline into 
teacher~ quring.midterms. the shark pool. 
The last .. event before vacation is :. Chapter 8 
the Frederic MartinBand in the Rat, 'Afterbeing rescued bY a native 
March 8,7-11. An excellent hand for .' sharK wreStler, . 'Pauline's party 
a super time to pre-party before headed for India. In the temple of 
vacation. the high priest, they found 
This brings us all the way to instructions telling them that' the 
vacation so get ready-other part of the disc is in a 
P .S. Thanks BSCers,' you've been sarcophagus that. has since been 
great! Keep it up, and' enjoy! placed in a museum in New York. 
Dr. Sashan and his crew reached 
the temple and stalked' Pauline. 
Pauline and Bob went off alone to 
explore the temple. Following, . 
an erotically alluring moaning 
sound, they came to a narrow hall. 
Dr. Bashan· caught up with them 
and they. jumped into a room. Th~ 
door lpcked behind them. Looking 
for a 'way out, Bob and Paulit'le 
approached the window_ SllPCJenly, 
the floor disappeared from beneath 
them. Next week, Chapter 9'~:rhe 
Mummy Walks!.! Same Time (11 am 
Tuesday) • Same Place (The Rat) 
Be there. Aloha. 
~o Rollerskating 
. Just a reminder to those of you 
who are . going to the Marshfield 
Family Skateland thiS Friday, March 
2. Two buses will be leaving from in, 
front of the Stud~nt rUnion at 9 pm .. 
Only those who signed up and payrd 
will be able to go because the trip is 
sold out. Because of the policy at ~ 
Skateland, no drinking will be 
allowed. Buses will leave Skateland 
at 12.· midnight and arrive·· back. at 




MarchS· .. Brockton Art Center, Oak Street, Brockton,will be Tickets sold at door. ,. 
presenting an Author Series. Three authors will speak about their n~w' _ On Friday night P.C. is Chapter 7 
books at 9:30 am. For more information, call 588-6000. sponsoring "Disco-RoUerskating'" to As the tigerleapt, Bob ran into the 
March 1-4. 1979. the Boston 
Ballet will be presenting their March • 
Series at the Music Hall. 
.. Marshfield Skateland, only a few cave· and shot it, saving Pauline. 
B" r,l-dgew'a-ter seats left. so sign up in Info Booth. While . Pauline and c9mpany took 
March 4··P'aza Suite will be showing in the S.u. Demonstration 
Room at 6:3!l p.m. Admission is $.7S with a sse LD., $1.25 for the public. 
Sponsored by S.U.P.C. 
On Sat u rd a y , the. b an d off in the the plane,.Dr.. bashanand 
"Rosen Shontz" will be 'in the his cronies learned fram the natives 
Rathskellar from 8-12. Don't miss the third part of the disc was in India. 
them, Remember Keep your Beers . ,EncQ~n~~ring J~ob . and Pauline in 
out of the buildirtg. <, "lh~i( .. J~6.t~l, : ,it:l'§iD9~P.9t~,::Pr. 
Featured will be the. Boston 
premiere of Leonide Massine's 
Gaite Parisienne. an exuberant 
ballet incorporating the famous • 
"can-can" dance. In addition, two of . 
the 'best pi~ces by the world's 
(e:ont. on p. 6) 
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Rock At 25-PartV:1967-1970 
by.Joe McDonald 
The period from 1967 to 1970 is 
collectively known as the era of the 
San Francisco sound, the time of 
love and acid rock. The year began 
with the Rolling Stones having Let's 
Spend the Night Together being 
banned due to its "sexual 
connotations.'" Months later the 
song went to number one (along 
with the fUpside Ruby Tuesday). 
In May. ArethaFranklin recorded 
I Never Loved a Man and became 
the queen of soul music. In June the 
Beatles released ··Sgt. Pepper's 
Lonely Hearts BandH signaling a 
radical change in the music of the 
FaoFour. Meanwhile, the success 
of Procol Harum's A Whiter Shade 
of Pale gave new meaning to the 
word classical. But the event of the 
year occured on June 19th in 
California. 
Monterey was the site of the first 
Monterey Pop Festival--the first 
music' festival of any kind. Stars 
included the Mamas and the Papas, 
the Who, the Grateful Dead, Moby 
Grape andtwo performers who in 
three short years climbed to the top 
of the musical scen~~ One was guitar 
whiz James MarshaU .... Jimi" Hendrix 
and the other vocalist Janis 1'earl" . 
J~n.! Their J]~es soon became 
synonomouswith "acid rock.N l967 
ended on a sad note when Otis 
Redding was killed in a plane crash. 
Ironically, the heir to Sam Cooke's 
throne died exactly three years to 
the date that Cooke was murdered-
December 10. 
Two items of importance came 
out of Monterey. First, the Haight 
Ashbury District of the city became 
the ,home of add, pot. hippies, 
freaks and flower children. The 
3econd important aspect was that 
those afore-mentioned artists were 
thrust into the public's eye by two 
people: Tom Donahue, who was the 
father of "'progr~ssiveH music in 
America and Bill Graham (not the 
Evangelist) who single handedly 
brought· some of the best musical 
groups to the Filmore. The Filmore 
was a major showcase for bands 
during the late sixties and early 
seventies. 
F or the most part, 1968 was an 
uneventful year (musically). 
However there were a few 
important events that occured. Sly 
and' the Family Stone released 
Dance to the Music. This record 
was perhaps one of the most 
influential pieces of black music for 
years to come. Also that year, David 
Crosby, Steven Stills and Graham 
Nash formed a band "one night 
'round Joni Mitchell's place" in 
Laurel Canyon~ California. But 
perhaps the most astounding event 
was accomplished by the Beatles. 
I The groupt;'eleased a two record 
set that eventually became known 
as The White Album. Containing 
some of the best work that the band 
had ever donetthe critics panned it .. 
Rumors were beginning to abound 
that Paul McCartney was dead and 
that the group had hidden clues on 
their songs and album graphics. 
F ollowersbegan to· forsake their 
heroes and move on to other bands. 
Although many' see this album and 
" the public's reacJion to itas a key to 
the band's eventual breakup, others 
see it as a masterpiece that was 
misunderstood by the public. 
In 1969, Bob py!an made a rare 
Ensemble Theatre: 
television appearance on June 7 
when he performed on the Johnny 
Cash Show. On July 3, Brian Jones, 
guitarist for the Rolling Stones, was 
found dead in his swimming pool. 
The coroner's verdict was 
"misadventure.'" Supposedly, Jones 
was scheduled to join the Beatles 
the next day. Jones doesperfonn 
on the Beatles song You Know My 
Name (Look up my Number). 
two rising stars were cut short. On 
September 18 at the age of 27, Jimi 
Hendrix died. Verdict: he choked 
on his own vomit. Less than a month 
later, on October 4, Janis Joplin 
died of a heroin overdose. Many 
have tried to imitate them but there 
The Mother Box: 
will never be anyone else like them. 
Next time, 111 discuss the years 
1971-1974 including the changing 
trends in music going from heavy 
metal to folk to disco and back 
again. 
Peter Grant brought a tape of 
Whole Lotta Loue to Atlantic 
Records and Led Zepplin was 
immediately signed to a recording 
The Phoenix Gambet 
contract. Rock musicals became by Bob Buckley 
the "'in'" thing as the Who introduced Conspicuous by its absence; logic in the machinations of the 
Tommy, Andrew Lloyd Webber Bridgewater State College system. Because of some ridiculous 
and Tim Rice developed and computer error, I have not been able to write for Fhe Comment for the 
produced Jesus Christ Superstar past few weeks. Up until a week or so ago, I had ceased to exist. In 
and Hair·-the first tribal rock between straightening out the mix-up. finding my classes (by the way 
musical--appeared on Broadway. if anyone has any information about a MWF section of Linguistics that 
But the ultimate rock event occured meets at 11:00 please let me know.) et al, there has been precious little 
on August 15-17 when 450,000 time for writing. 
people turned out for a concert on a But, now that I'm only ten years behind all my work, I have returned. It 
farm in Woodstock New York. is a little strange to be writing a "Welcome Back" piece when everyone 
Groups included the Who, Crosby, else is all nice and settled in, but life is rough sometimes. It's really bad for 
Stills and Nash, the Banc~, Blood, me that I had to miss two issues (or is it three now?) because I have such a 
Sweat and Tears, Jefferson rigid timetable concerning what appears"here. If things had run their 
Airplane, Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, intended course, I'd be into the second part of my discourse on "Women 
the Grateful Dead, Country Joe and on T.V."', rather than fumbling for words to reacquaint myself with 
the Fish, Joan Baez and the Moody .. deadlines and such. 
Blues. It was ;;in event that has never Now then, last semester I promised a new direction for the column 
been matched. The year closed on a " and subsequently kept putting it off. The time has finally come, though.' 
sour note when the Rolling Stones In future weeks we'll look more closely at trends in the T.V. industry. 
gave a free concert at Altmont, Trends that, in a real sense,tell us why we're seeing what we're seeing. 
California. During the concert, a Things like the F .C.C. rulings on what is or isn't acceptable in prime-time 
Hell's Angel Nsecurity guard'" ,stories about the framed "black towerN in L.A., sex, women, drugs, and 
murdered a member of the the fast vanishing counter·culture. These things and more have a 
audience. The entire event profound effect on the little images flickering across the screen. 
appeared in the film G immie 111 try to tone down on the complaining a bit, A more mellow approach 
Shelter. is called for. What I fail to understand sometimes is that people don't 
A musical era came to an end in want to listen to someone gripe ALL the time. This lesson was pounded 
1970. The Beatles had been into me by such people as Karen Tobin; Jean St. Andre (whom I nearly 
experiencing problems, both drove crazy, and vice versa), Karen DeWolf, Bob Cote, anda nasty letter 
musically and socially. Paul from W. Curtin. These people have helped me see the light and I thank 
McCartney released his first solo them. 
album and' subsequently sued the So, with a lighter approach, we begin anew. Next week, like I said, a 
.. band, signifying the break up ofthe discussion on woman's roles on T.V.--pro and con. So tune in next week Clothes is Com 1 n 9 bDand. Later that yea: the Jives OfGand enjoy in the meantime. 
ating cnne 
by Diane Doucette Eileen's heart, he stole the 
Once again, students flocked audience's hearts as well. 
from all corners of campus to -. Bucky O'Briens' . burlesque 
witness for themselves the much Beauties were up next. Although 
talked-about strange phenomenon their simulated seductive strip-tease 
called The Dating Game. Under the never got off the ground, it left many 
direction of the Master of mad males at the edgeoftheir seats. 
Ceremonies, Steve Gray, the game Whenasked,"'Do you think there's 
got underway. life after BSC?N Peggy Linehan 
The first three bachelorettes amused the audience with a bit of 
awaited anxiously as one of BSC's sarcasm by replying, "Why not? 
most eligible young bachelors, Paul There wasn't any life here." She 
Drummond, walked onto the stage. obviously must have amused 
question and answer period, 
Marjorie was faced with quite a 
decision. Mike cCondry was her 
choice and the couple won a date to 
the Ice Follies. 
All in all, this year's Dating Game 
provided a9??d laugh for. everyone. 
Ballet 
{cont. fr.om p. 5,) 
The crowd was silenced as Paul Bachelor Bucky also, because she greatest living cQQ.reC?_S!"_a'pher, 
.9€gan his questioning. '"If you were was chosen as his lucky date. It's off George Balanchine, will be 
a drink, would you be more like a to Ye Oide Standish Grill in East presented, Symphony in C and The 
Zombie, a Shirley Temple, or a Slow Bridgewater for Peggy and Bucky. Four Temperam~nts.d. 
C2omfortable what?" Leave it to Once again, they saved the beasts Tickets can be purchased at the 
Bartender Paul to get right to the for last--oops, I mean the best for Student Union Information Booth at 
point. last. The final set of Bachelors student discount prices of $13,$9, 
I'm sure Halone" was not the paraded onto the stage, left the $7, $5, the performances will be 
response he had hoped for when he au die nee ins tic he 5 and March 1·4, Thlfrsday, Friday, and 
asked, "'How do you spell relief?" It Bachelorette Marjorie Andrade in a Saturday evenings at 8:00 .p.m. and 
I-r,back row: Maureen Bray. Mathew RieUy;front: Craig Truax,Tom got a few laughs, but no date. Paul state of confusion. After a comical a Sunday matinee at 2:30 p.m. 
~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~r·· 
at 2pm '. . . number l--Audrey Ohvelra.. - I 
- TheEmperor'sNewClothesisBSC and did see Rapunzel please Dave Barreiros was the highlight I 
now making its final preparations to come to the theatre box office, tell of the second round of the Dating' .. R 
present a fine unified . children's us about it, and receive 'your free Game. His quick wit and good I .., ~ 
production for all to enjoy. As the ticketstotheS. aturd. ayperf" ormance sens. e of humor won him a datewit~" \ I LES 8 
curtain rises.on the Student Union of The Emperor's New Clothes. Eileen Horgan. Along with stealing 8 
Stage on March 8th at lOa.m., the . R R 
audfence will enter into the Gothic MO, IIDA Y IGHT DRINKS $1.2& ~ " I 
world of Northern Europe to join the DIS·CO-DIS·CO-DISC·O .• ' '.. 8
S
tl Iseo Emperor and his royal court as they tl 
carry us through the adventurous' MONDAY NIGHT FEVER g § 
.... gi~::y: f:i: ~E;£f~~ com .• !!tt!t !Id!'-. ~~.~"t I~!n!~.o!!l. st'o~~,.~~!!!f... .... I ~§ 
- $Z5.00 second prize. everyone welcome to enter" S helps you roU back the years; watc:h THBU SU-DAY 1 WEEK OULY TUESDAY n, . n \.1 RTI.28,III!IDSfWJ.UR II 
as you and your friends laugh.aod ~ ~ A p:o G ·E E ". 8 280 Uli1l1' DISCO I 
enjoy in the world of make-believe. 8 DAIIOE FLOOR 
Tickets are only one dollar and can NEW ENGLAND'S OW .. ~ SHOW TIME 10:30 § Ii::' :'-:'!~";;n~I~!.1 I 
be. purchased . in front· of the 8 PROPER DRESS REQUIRED 
bookstore from 9a.rn. to 3p.rn.The R 
special public performance· will be ~ 
held on Sat. March 10th at 2p.m. 8 S 
As an added extra, in this years 8 OPEN FRI.-SAT. 'TIL 2:00 A.M. .1' 
tenth anniversary production one ~ CALL 697-9609 
.' free ticket will be given out to any H 
Bridgewater Students who saw the I i 
first Children's Theatre production _ ' 
ten years ago called Rapunzel and R . 'S 
the Witches. If you are astudemtof ~~~"""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''J'"...o"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''JOCo''" ....... ;'''' ........ ~ ..r....,....~ ......... ,.".....r.,,~ 
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Live on Stage a zle Dazzled 
by Karen Tobin 
Live On Stage was in my opinion 
the most ambitious student-directed 
production that has been produced 
at BSC. The show was flawed, but it 
was still entertaining and enjoyable. 
The principal fault in the show was 
its script--its streng1;h was the talent 
and energy of its cast. 
The script of Live On Stage, 
which. was written by the cast, 
seemed very contrived no more 
than a method of transition between 
musical numbers. The show 
probably would have worked better 
as a revue. Live On Stage was the 
story of an eight-member chorus 
line (Julie Hayes, Steve Correia, 
Paul Healy, Donna Ramos, Mike 
Belliveau, Lisa Caron Robin Silva 
and Randy Doyle) its director, 
Mimsey Weidman (Adrith 
McCartney). There is a mutual 
hatred between the chcrusmembers 
and the tyranical, shrewish director. 
The chorus claims that Mimsey is' 
working them too hard--that's why 
its first number Magic to Do isn't up 
to Mimsey's standards. After all, 
they say, most people don't have to 
work. so hard, Mimsey responds 
with Some People, explaining that 
the easy life is fine for others, but 
those who have chosen the theatre 
have to expect to work hard. the 
chorus agrees that they've chosen 
the Hard Knock Life. Everyone 
goes home for the night except Leah 
(Donna Ramos) who just wants to 
be alone. Leah first enacts every 
young actors dream--being alone on 
an empty stage lit by a single spot 
light, free to do whatever strikes her 
fancy. Finally, she sings Maybe, and 
t~en goes to sleep. 
. '"The next day, the group is left to 
rehearse" by itself. Instead of 
rehearsing, they fool around all day-
musically, of course." Roxie is 
performed by. Roxanne (Julie 
Hayes) and the men, Razzle Dazzle 
bY-Danny (Paul Healy), RG~ (Randy 
Doyle) and the company, andDon't . 
Rain on My Parade, by Leah 
(Donna Ramos), Vera (Lisa Caron) 
and. the company. When Mimsey 
returns they finally get down to 
rehearsing. They try to sing One, 
which is plagued l?y various 
difficulties--technical and otherwise, 
continuing far into the night. 
first present from a cast.) She is 
touched and begins to tell them 
something about herselfthat every 
cast she has ever directed has hated 
her, that if Michael's audition hadn't 
brought them together, they would 
still hate her and that she's certain 
that her next cast will hate her as 
much as all the others. She 
pensively sings Send in the Clowns, 
wishes them luck and leaves. The 
cast is depressed, so Jerome (Steve 
Correia) trys to cheer them up with 
GreatDay. Finally, they sing Let's 
Hear It For Me. As they sing, they 
pull on costumes and a gold 
backdrop comes into place- they 
change from a random group of 
performers into an onstage 
"professional'" chorus line. They 
bow, and it's allover. 
This "'plotN didn't really allow for 
much character development. 
Simply served to get from one song 
to the next. However, the musical 
numbers did make the show 
worthwhile. All the elements 
performance, directing, choreogra-
phy, music and technical work came 
together in the numbers. 
In considering the musical 
numbers, [ would have to say that I 
preferred the group numbers to the 
solos. The solos were all very well 
done, but they simply didn't have 
the impact of the group numbers. 
The exception was Adrith 
McCartney's Send in the Clowns. 
Adrith has a lovely, voice and the 
song was beautifully done. In the 
group numbers, I was impressed by 
the unity and blend of the 
performers. It seemed that the 
performers worked hard in working 
together . as well as on the 
performance aspects of the show . 
Some individual performers were 
outstanding. Donna Ramos is one of 
those. Alone orin a group, she isa 
person who one notices on stage-
not because I?! overacti~g, but 
The cast of Live on Stage I to r : Donna Ramos, Mike Belliveau Robin Silva Randy D· oyle L;"a Ca St 
C . J I' H d 1 . ' , ,... ron, eve orr':..~, u Ie ayes1 an Pau Healey. (PHOTO BY MIKE GARDNER) 
simply because of a certain kind of mentioned above were the ones I that they were used sparingly made 
spark that some fortunate found particularly outstanding. their use impressive. Blacklights 
performers have. A small part of her Director and choreographer were used for Magic to Do. The 
appeal may have come from the fact Anthony Mastrorilli had a difficult stage was dark and the performers 
that she" was the smallest and job to do, bringing together all the clad in black; all that was visible 
H cutest"" of the grDUp, but there is movement in a show with very were the white-gloved hands of the 
definitely something beyond that. diverse numbers. He apparently performers. Strobe lights were used 
Mike Belliveau is another person managed very well-·all the dances twice- first in Razzle Dazzle in which 
who is very appealing, on stage, very well and appropriately staged. their use is very appropriate to the 
because he looks like he is The musical aspects ofthe show context of the song. and later in the 
thoroughly enjoying himself: This were impressive. The Horace Mann finale, to help smooth the transition 
not something that interferes with Auditorium has marvelous from backstage preparation to final 
his performance-it just makes acoustics so the . singers and finished performances. 
watching him a pleasure. Paul Healy musicians had that advantage. Except for the script problem 
and Randy Doyle did a fine job in Arranger Marie .Milani and discussed above. Live On Stage 
Razzle Dazzle number--both conductor Oonald Capen' can was very successfully produced. 
managed to sing the lead vocals with prot,ld of their achievement : Obviously; .a great deal of effort was 
style but without obliterating the The aspectoftechnical w6rkthat '.put into the show, and everyone 
rest of the company: All the impressed me the most was the use involved can be proud of the results.. 
p~rformers were -those of the black strobe lights. The fact 
On the third (and final) day, 
Mimsey is preparing to audition 
performers for her next show, 
Maggie .Johnson (Donna Joyce) 
comes in to try to make an 
appointment for her student, 
MichClel Aurora (Anthony 
Mastrorilli), a mentally retarded 
person who ,has seenallofMirnsey's 
shows and just wants to sing for her. 
Mimseyfeels . strongly against 
wasting her time on this, but Roy 
(Randy Doyle) tries to convince her 
to take the time by singing Dreams 
(this i~ the kind of thing I was 
referring to when I wrote that the 
script was "'contrived." Roy just 
happens to have his guitar on hand, 
and was prepared to sing aperfectly 
, appropriate song.) Michael comes 
in. and is afraid to· sing, but' with the 
encouragement of ,his tutor, 
manages to sing Happine~. Tne 
cast, which at first was mOCking and 
scornful, is moved. For the first time 
they realize that Mimsey is ~uman 
and that" the reason that she has 
made them work so hard is that she 
wants them to have the best show 
possible. The chorus members and 
Mimsey all sit down' together and 
sing their own version of Happiness. 
Next time you're in Mc.rico, .'It()phU (lwl I'isit the rll(,l'l'O falwic([ if[ Ihl/lilo. 
Since 1795 weve welcomed· . 
Later that evening (opening 
night), Danny (Paul Healy) ;md Leah 
(Donna Ramos) arrive· in the 
makeup room early. Danny is 
nervous and is tryingio calm himself 
by experimenting with down 
makeup. Leah helps him, singing 
Look at that Face. Vera (Lisa 
Caron) comes in, takes a look in the 
mirror and sings a different version 
of Look at that Face. Mimsey and 
the rest of the group enter. The 
"'new'" Mimsey is beautifully. dressed 
'and has . brought' flowers for 
everyone. The cast responds by 
singing Look at that Face to her. 
Then they si'-:,eherapresent (her 
our guesJ~withour b~st~ 
A traditIonal taste of· 
Cuervo Gold. 
Visitors to Cu,ervo have al~vays been 
greeted in a special way. 
,They're rnet at the gates and invited inside to e;rperl~-
ence theunique'taste of r;uervo Gold. , 
This is the way we've ·said ~Yvelconw "for nw're tha'n 180 
yea:rs. And it is as traditional as ,Cuervo Gold itse{f. . 
, For this dedication to traditioni,swhatmakes CLwr'vo 
Gold truly speciat: Neat, on the rocks, with a sp.lash oj~odt;L, 
in a perfect Su,nriseor Mdrgarita, Cuervo Gold will bring 
you back to a· ti~whe11: quality ruled the world.. .-. 
Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795 .. 
. . , 
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Theatre Students 
(Cont. from p.I} 
several courses have never been 
offered. Costuming, Make-Up and 
Community Theatre are examples. 
Theatre Management and Scene 
Design are rarely offered. (Stage 
Design is being offered this 
semester in conjuction with the Art 
Department.) This lack of courses 
does not only affect theatre majors 
as anyone who tried to register for 
Oral Communications knows. In 
fact, in the Spring Semestert of 
1976,807 students were enrolled in 
Communication Arts and Science 
Courses. 
One of the most serious problems 
now facing the department and the 
Ensemble Theatre (the SGA funded 
organization which produces plays 
in conjunction with the department) 
is the loss of a director. Unless some 
replacement comes to the 
department, there is a possibility 
that one of next years productions 
would have to be cancelled or that 
the Ensemble Theatre would have 
to ask SGA for funding for a 
director. Currently, everything but 
the faculty members (directors) is 
financed by the Ensemble Theatre. , 
Fee Increase 
Proposed 
through SGA funding and box office 
profits. With SGA's already limited 
. funding possibilities. this would be a 
difficult way to deal with the 
problem. On the other hand, 
cancelling a production would 
certainly hurt the department. In a 
pre-professional program, the 
opportunity for as much student 
participation as possible is vita!. 
Bridgewater' State College's 
theatre program is considered to be 
the best in the State College system. 
(There is a newer, smaller major at 
Salem State and a minor at 
Westfield State.) There are many 
Bridgewater graduates who are now 
working in the industry. Gary 
Genard. for example, is a successful 
actor in New York. Mark Cartier 
and Hank Woronicz are with the 
Boston Shakespeare Company, 
. Burton Alho is working ;;.~th the 
aged in theatre, and Ann Bntton is 
directing in the South Shore area. 
Concerned 
Other graduates are working in 
community and professional groups 
throughout the area and there are 
many graduates teaching or going 
on for post·graduate degrees in 
theatre. To allow such a department 
to be injured due to a lack of 
sufficient faculty members is 
unthinkable. 
Concerned students are working 
to try to improve the situation. The 
Ensemble Theatre Executive Board 
met with the theatre faculty to 
discuss the problem after Professor 
Barnett's promotion. The executive 
board has also appeared before the' 
SGA senate to explain the problem: 
The Senate gave its unanimous 
support to the efforts. Attempts 
have been made to meet with Dr. 
Rondileau. but their effor has been 
unsuccessful as yet. 
Finally, it should be stressed that 
the problem of the theatre program 
affects not onlv theatre majors, bu1 
any students who participate ir 
Ensemble Theatre productions. 
The Ensemble theatre, like an~ 
SGA funded organization is open tc 
all students. It is, in fact, one of the 
largest campus organizations. 
Students from many majors 
participate, (Art, English, 
Psychology,Physical Education, 
Physics. and Special Education are 
some recent examples_) Also, any 
situation in which student education 
is suffering due . to shortage of 
faculty is something that -should 
concern all students-wit could 
happen in your department. In this 
case, concerned students in 
cooperation with faculty members 
are trying to do something about it. 
[Shortly' before press time; The 
Comment was notified that 
Ensemble Theatre had recieued a 
letter from Dr. Rondileau and will 
meet with him in late March or edrly 
April to discuss the situation-oEd. J 
(Cant. from p.l) Pro 
;eplaced -the old Studio-Laboratory 
Fee that was in effect for a period of 
approximately 9 years. The creation 
of the Educational Services Trust 
Fund was directed 2 years ago by 
the Board of Trustees of the State 
repairs) over the last ten years. The 
prices of most items have more than 
doubled in this time period. 
Veno Interviewed 
College. _ 
The recommended fee increase 
was necessitated by the following: 
1. There had been no 
significant fee increase in the old 
Studio-Laboratory Fee structure for 
the last 9 years. 
2. There has been a continuous 
increase in inflation in the prices of 
ali gOOds -and-services (including 
3. The new Educational 
Services T rust Fund must now be 
. divided amongst an 23 departments 
'on campus rather than just ~he ten 
or so departments that had 
previously had access to the fund. 
It is the Educational Services 
Trust Fund Committee's hope that 
this fee increase v.,4llbe endorsed by 
the student body?: S.G~A.. and the 
Administration so that quality 
instruction will still be possible at 
Bridgewater State College. 
Con 
(Cont from p.l) Departments that t~ave never had a 
.semeSter and saying it is their hope lab fee structure are requesting 
that there will not be another fee hundreds, and in some cases, 
increase for 4 years, they already thousands of dollars out'of this fee 
knowthat $12J$oot.actuatly enough·. ." mo:n~y~;lhe cqmtnittee.' satteI'(\p~q 
to cover what is being requested by fairness of giving these departments 
various departments from that fee some money (although much Jess 
right now. This is similar to what than requested) results in 
happened when . the fee was first departments such as: Ct"lemistry, 
instituted. At that time those in 'and Biology, which always had lab 
know realized that they needed $9 fees, getting less money than they 
'to $9.50 per semester but they ever got. _ 
instituted the fee at $8 because of a If we 'hold . the line 011 this fee 
Board of Trustees mandate that the increase now, eventually the Board 
total money coUected in this fee now of Trustees may wake up long 
exceed the amount that would have enough. to come to the realization 
been generated by collecting lab that they made a serious mistake in 
fees.' creating this fee in the first place. 
When this fee first came into When this committee meets to 
being students were against it but it divide up the funds at its dispo.'lal 
was forced upon us by the Board of there seems to be no equitable way 
Trustees. The position taken' by to make the division of funds and the 
students at the time was that this fee result is that it is done in a Very' 
would be unfair to those students arbitrary manneL There app~ars t~) 
who took few. if any. lab or studio benor-eal way to compare ~h~ 
courses and thus would derive little requests and make cuts in any 
benefit from the fee. This remains' logical. fashion. The result is that no 
true today. However, along with one is very happy with what they are 
that· complaint was the realization getting from this fee. The way. being 
and prediction on the part of some proposed to solve this is to raise'the 
students that other departments fee and thus give the committee 
would attempt to rectify this '. more money. But the more money 
situation by requesting money from they have the more rrioney 
this fee for handouts, field trips, departments. will request. Also the 
guest . speakers and. other such fact· still remains that the increase 
items for cour~s' that had never' requested would not be enough t6 
before had Jab fees and had thus cover what has been already 
been locked out of having addiii011al requested this year. It seems that 
monies for their courses. As raising this fee win not solve the 
predicted, this also· has happened. problem. 
(Cont. from p.4) 
of even most of its potential. Our fee 
was increased about three years ago 
and since then, inffation has gone up 
approximately eight per cent a year, 
which very nearly wipes out the 
value of that increase. I would have 
to say that if we were to operate at 
what 111 call an optimum level, that I 
would look for something in the area 
of another fifteen, even perhaps 
twenty, per cent. But this is a 
hypothetical discussion, and I have 
to weigh that against what we're 
doing with our fees currently and, 
naturally, the burden on all of our 
students. But these discussions will 
become-much more prevalent late 
this spring, when we begin to 
discuss all of our programs and 
servicesand\IJei9,~ t~eir value' 
against the mouey we put into them .. 
THE COMMENT: Has the 
position of Facilities Coordinator 
been approved? 
DR. VEND: Yes, it has. 
THE COMMENT: Will funds for 
the position be taken from the 
Student Union fee? I 
DR; VENO: Yes. 
THE COMMENT: Will it be 
worthwhile to establish this 
position? ' 
DR. VEND: Absolutely.' For one 
external standard, any other college 
Union building I know of with nearly 
this many square feet, this many 
programs per day, would have a 
staff far larger than we have now. I 
often equate it to having a really 
expensive sports car that needs fine 
tuning and a lot. of attention, and 
- trying. to maintain- it yourself as an 
amateur. There are times when .it's 
reial.iy clear t~t if we were only able 
to" put more attention in various 
areas, the direct result to the college 
community would be vastly 
improved. 
THE COMMENT: Can you tell me 
about any long-range plans for the 
Union? 
DR. VENO: Yes. I would like to 
very much,because I'm particularly 
excited about it. The Student Union 
·~U=====M4l~~==~M~r~k====~H~I-K:===>~I.~C:==:MM~~====~J~:V=::==UK:==~.l~~====~MnrC:==~MU.C:==~W'I~~====~d 
Starting February 21, every Wednesday between 6 and 
lOp.m., you will be able to· enjoy everything atPizza:tlut 
in Bridgewater for 1/2 PRICE! That's 50% off, with o. 
college J.D. (Must be 18 with driver's license to purchas~ n .~ . alcoholic beverages.) · U 
~ College Night ~ 
~. T akea break from {e books and ... .ij 
~ .. LE~X~~~~~~rB~!!Wr?J:!f1.18)HUT··· ... n ~b~~r ==>nc===>nc=':>ne===u1ui '4y====;,.c.. ..w=:=v..d. 
first started setting up its goals in 
perhaps 1971, and these goals 
evolved over the past years. To use 
the Program Committee as an 
example, five years ago they said 
they should have as a goal, with 
costs escalating, doing as many 
relatively inexpensive, wide-variety 
programs they possibly can. We're 
at the point now where sometimes 
for a long stretch. for example, 
forty-five days, there will actually be 
more than one program a day 
offered by the Program Committee, 
1.1 or 1.3 everits per day. 
The Program Committee, on its 
own, felt that it was time to step 
back and take a look at the next ten 
years, and perhaps reconsider- this 
philosophy; perhaps they should be 
doing things that have more stature, 
that r~~ly positively,unp~(!t fb~.liy,~ 
ofthe people here. Th,i"staff is also 
reconsidering most of our questions 
at a very basic . level, in determining 
just where our services have fallen 
short, and how we'· might reassign 
the resources we do have, to make 
them better. I have begun 
discussions also with the Board of 
Governors·-one minor example i~ 
that we' have felt that a copy center 
would be a valuable addition to the 
campus, and so we started that. But 
we're going to have a reaily wide-
ranging discussion of what things 
should be here, and to get all of the 
"input possible, we'll be doing a 
survey that will reach all of the 
segments of the campus. In addition 
to that, the staff and students will be 
going to various locations on 
campus to ask. for help. For 
example, a few of us will be in the 
Commuter Cafeteria, Tillinghast, or 
the Great Hill dining hall to just ask 
people to come and talk with us 
about their complaints, suggestions, 
hopes for the future. We've got a 
tremendous resource here and our 
job now is to get ~he most potential 
that we can out of it, trom the 
dwindling amount of dollars. 
THE COMMENT: Is there 
anything you'd like to say in closing? 
DR. VENO: I would like to add that 
either I or someone on my staff is 
almost always available for 
discussing any item, and I really 
welcome anyone who wants to 
come in and talk about these issues. 
I was disappointed that we received 
such unfavorable commentary, 
especially in the two issues of THE 
COMMENT under a section called 
"'Commentary." I don't intend at all 
to go through these two articles' 
step by step and point out the 
misconceptions, but I certainly wish 
that any student or group having 
questions will feel free to come in 
and discuss these with me. 
THECOMM~T:.jh(,\I)k'yo1J"Dr, 
Vena>' THE "COMMENT" hOpes 
that this interview has given 
students answers to their questions 
on campus issues. 
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Letters Continu 
Stolen' Wallet 
To The Editor:- ,- , 
This letter is being written as an 
appeal to the honesty (or morality) 
of the student body in general and,: 
more directly, to one particular 
student who became $30.00 richer 
at my expense. 
On Friday, February 23. at about 
11:30 A.M., I made a phone call from 
one of the telephone booths on the 
second floor of the Student Union. I 
was very upset at the time. and the 
phone call I was making was a 
necessary attempt to stabilize my 
emotional state. Needless to say I 
was still upset when I left the pho~e 
booth and stupidly left my wallet 
there. By the time I realized I had 
lost it, it was an hour later. With 
childish hope, I ran back to the 
Student Union with the idea that 
maybe, just maybe, my wallet would 
still be there. It wasn't. After an 
extensive search, I found my wallet 
at the school store ... empty. ' 
So you say--too bad. LeTtfiis be a 
lesson to you. Sure~ I can go along 
with that atitude. But. Before you 
come to that conclusion consider 
,the after effects of my loss. I am a 
struggling student (financially and 
academically) just like you, but I 
am also a single parent whose three 
year child was unfortunately born 
with several physical anomalies. 
The $30.00 in my wallet was not 
spending money. It was the money I 
BORROWED to pay for my sons' 
new glasses. Now I am not only 
faced with trying to find another 
party who Will lend me $30.00 to pay 
for the glasses, but 1 also have to 
somehow come up with $30.00 to 
pay back the first party. 
I don't hold any grand illusions 
that this letter will effectively raise 
your level of compassion. But if I at 
least hit a spot you can relate to no 
one will ever know that you found 
the money and are wil1ing,~to return ' 
it All you have to do is put the 
$30.00 in an envelope and drop it in 
the Student Union suggestion box. 
Only one person has a key to that 
box and that person will see that I 
get it. I would really appreciate it and 
it would give me alot of pleasure to 
write a thank you note as my next 
letter to the editor. 
Sincerely, 
Hit and ih;~es 
To whoe\ler it was that hit a yenow 
Toyota in the Great Hill lot during 
Thursday the 22nd.: 
I"d like to believe that the absence 
of any sort of note with your name 
was an accidental oversight .on your 
part. Obviously it wasn't though. 
That car was new exactly three 
weeks earlier and in one moment of 
reckless driving you caused more 
them $200 in damage. Parking lots 
aren't easy to manuever in but 
damage that extensive. is not caused 
by a cautious driver accidentally 
nudging another car. To cause that 
damage you were obviously driving 
with reckless speed. 
It's bad enough to hit a car that 
hard but then to not stand up and 
accept responsibility· that's pitiful. 
[f you snoufd cnange your mind at 
all, write me at P.O. in Norwell. I'm 
sure you have no such intentions. 
But I hope you and others who like 
to look cool and whip around in your 
car will think twice and look beyond 
yourself to the people and 
property you can harm with such 
selfish negligence. 
Liz Marshall 
tradition of a street hockey league in 
the spring at Bridgewater State 
College. up until last spring. It's 
success is widely known as it had 
more participants than the majority 
of ,intramural sports here at the 
college. For example, in the spring 
of 1977 there were twelve teams 
with the number of participants 
exceeding 125 students. Not only 
was the participation powerful but 
there was a great spectator 
turnover because of the courts 
central location. Two years ago one 
may have seen as many as one 
" C d hundred spectators watching the 
.... oncerne str~t hockey ga~es. It would be a 
shame to forfeit another spring 
Fans " street hockey season for the entire ••• II 
" co ege community. This league has 
Around the early 19505 a new given many hockey buffs who 
type of music came out to replace cannot compete on college level 
the Big Band Era~· Rock 'n' Roll. It hockey a chance to play. One main 
spread like wild fire. Rock 'n' roll argument against the league last 
songs have peaked at the tops of the year was the concern over the 
music charts for almost thirty years condition of the courts. This year 
now. But recently a new style of however the cracks were filled and 
music and dancing has hit the we feel the courts are conducive to 
country, you guessed 1t, disco. the playing of street hockey. It 
The purpose of this article is not would truly be a pity if the league 
,to discuss America's History of was permanently discontinued 
Music but to ask why Bridgewater ' because of the enthusiastic interest 
State has. been sponsoring all shown by the students on our 
country and disco datlces? Well, 
Bridgewater, why have you been 
sponsoring all country and disco 
dances? 
Who is it that decides what music 
is played at the Rat? We're 
beginning to think it's Conway 
Twitty and Loretta Lynn or Donna 
Summer. Nothing against country 
and disco, bu! whv be discrimina-
tory against those who like good 01' 
hand dappin' foot stompin'ngRock 
'n'RolI? 
Many dis sap pointed people left 
the Raton Friday, February 23rd. 
The entertainment was country and 
w~tern music. It wouldn't have 
been so bad if it was modern 
country, but ;the songs were ,ten 
years old. I would love' to . have 
stayed, but I haven't· promenaded 
my partner since gym class in' the 
sixth- grade. The party I was with 
also felt out of place because we all 
left our guns and holsters back at 
the dorm. 
Country and disco are fine. but 
please give us Rock 'n' roll fans. 
equal time. Just because the Kin~ is 
Idead does~oCk 'n' Roll have' to -do 
with him? 
Concerned Rock 'n' roll Fans 
Court Appeal 
It has come to our attention that 
the Scott Hall tennis courts are not 
being utilized to their fullest extent. 
Now that the warm weather is 
creeping up on us again we have 
be,come concerned with the present 
status of the courts. In' their 
condition it is obvious they. can not 
be used for tennis. We do feel they 
can t>e used for street hockey. For 
se\ "al years there had been a 
campus. 
Respectfully yours, 
Glenn 5. Guenard 
Class of 1979 
Tragic Night-
mares of a 
three-year-old 
IrInncmelnt disabilities will always 
Diane Santo of the day in 
1975 a barbecue pit exploded killing 
her mother and leaving her fighting 
for her own life. As a result ot this 
explosion the 3 year old child was 
burned. oyerJO%~,9f h~rk>c>9Y • ap,9. 
lost. ber right hand .. Imll1edlatedty 
following the accident Diane spent 
several months undergoing 
extensive treatment 'at the Shriner 
, Burns Institute totalling in the tens 
of thousands of dollars, the future 
cost for medical and cosmetic 
expenses are to vast to 
comprehend. 
, We're not asking muchfor Ulane. 
If each one of you could make some 
small sacrifice ... the price of a 
candybar, or None less for the roadH 
we could offer a ray of hope to a 
courageous little girl. All donations, 
large or small can be dropped off at 
the Student Information Booth on 
the second floor of the Student 
Union from Wednesday,' February 
28th to Friday, MC;U'ch 9, 1979, and 
~9 be greatly appreciated. 
Saturday. March 3'lst has been 
proclalmea-· oy .. - . tne Boara--01 
Selectmen as "Diane Santo Day" in 
the town of Bridgewater so, let's 
give our hearts to a corageous little 
girl. 
Margaret BardasZ{ 
Wednesday, ~ arch 7th 
ELECT 
T . "Michael Roberts.on 
SGAPRESIDENT 
Two years 0/ solid experience in 
Student Government at 
Bridgewater. 
1977-1978 Senator-At-Large 
1978-1979 1 st Vice President 
Voting will take place in' front of the bookstore 
March 1, 1979 THE COMMENT 11 
mmentary 
by Michael MacHardy,. Chairperson· ·5 ... U. Board of Govenors and 
Theresa~cG!,a~h, Chatrperson·~S. U. Program Committee 
In preV!Ous weeks! ~he Comment has printed articles queStioning the 
procedures and deCISions of the Student Union. As active members of 
th~ .S~ucf~nt l!nion. Board of Governors, we would like to respond to the 
cnitslsm In thIS art1c1e and also clarify for the students the function of the 
Student Union on campus. 
The Stude~t Union is called a Student Union because the facility is 
used and partially supported by the students. Partially supported means 
that the Student Union Fee students pay each sem~ter is used for 
maintenance, salaries, programming and other building services while 
other support of the facility comes through the state. Those stu' dents 
who use the union can give as much or as little input as they wish. 
Student concerns may be voiced in a letter dropped in the Student Union 
Suggestion Box, verbally to a member of the Board of Governors or 
Program Committee or in person at the Student Union Director's Office 
The door is always open. Unfortunately, more often than 'not student 
apathy exceeds student concern. 
In re~pon~e to the q':lestions pose:d over the Student Union's budget, 
we wou~d hKe to .cIanfy a few pomts. Each spring the Budget and 
Purchasmg C_()mmlttee of the Board of Governors begins to review the 
past yea: and. draft a. budget for the following year. They do this is 
cooperation WIth the director who is the main resource they can use for 
all the information needed for the new budget. At the same time the 
newly .dra~e~ budget is ready the New Budget and Purchasing 
Committee IS Instated whose job it is to review the proposed budget and 
bring it .before t~e Board. of Governors. for approval. Therefore,contrary 
to the mf?rm~tlon preVlousl¥ printed in the Comment the committee 
does not Just rubber stamp the director's budget. 
Another miscor:cep~ion in the budget concerns the "five percent cut'" 
and monthly modlficatlons of the budget. First of all when we speak of a 
five percent cut, we mean holding back on some of our spending until we 
can ~t accurate ~gures in dollars and enrollment to be sure of where, 
financially, the Umon st~. The budget the Union runs on is based on 
estimated income not actual income. iFierefore, to be surewe were not 
overspending, the director advised that the Union only plan on spending 
up to .95% of their budget. If we find that the cut is not necessary the 
money can and will be used it is not lost. One final point about the budget 
cut. If the writer of the previous article criticizes the explanation of the 
budget cut, it is he who misunderstood because from the beginning the 
director clarified unambiguously the reasons for, the caution in director 
clarified unambiguously the reasons for the caution in spending. As far as 
modifications in the budget are concerned, anyone who controls a 
budget understands that in order to run a facility as large as the Student 
Union estimated budgets must continuously be revised. Flexibility is the 
backbone of successful management. The implication that money is 
being lost or misused is totally false.' 
We would also like to r~pond to statements ,about the new statue for 
which the Student Union Board of Governors has appropriated monies. 
The number of students who gave direct input to whether Or not a statue 
should be purchased totals about 75 people. This number includes 
Progr~m C,omtnittee andJ30ard of Governor's students S.G.A. SenatQrs; 'facutftY,··staff/anC1()t'het.mem~(jfthe·COl1ege\eommunif9 .'" 
Relations Council. The Student Union Board of Governors feels that this 
cross section of the college represents college opinion. From past 
experience, we feel that conducting a referendum would not have 
accumulated enough response from the campus to sufficiently support 
or oppose our decision. . 
All these decisions we have mentioned are made by students, faculty 
and staff whq make up the Board of Governors. These are informed, 
knowledgeable people representing various segments of the campus. 
Their job is to evaluate and propose policy and procedure for the-
Student Union. As a body they make r~commendationsto the president, 
not the director • for approval. Most of the leg work and discussion 
concerning an issue take place under the Board of Governors. Just for 
the record, any recommendation ever sent to the president for approval 
has never been. denied. -
Finally we would like to take this opportunity to extend an invitation to 
the campus to get involved. Involvement does not only mean being a 
member of' the Board, but also sharingYQur opinion. AU Board of 
Governors and Program Committee' meeting times are posted outside 
the Student Union Director's Office. If you would like to become a 
member, applications'will be out in April and can be picked uP.in the 
Student Union Information Booth. Once applications are submitted they 
are reviewed by an-all campus committee comprised of the senior 
members of the Board of Governots, the S.G.A. president, 2 S.G.A. 
senators, the president of the Alumni Asso~iation and representative.'; 
from the faculty~, People are chosen, two for each position and sent to 
the president for approval. We would like to see students ~ot only use 
the Union but help shape its development. Our Student Union is one 0 f 
the best in the country so take snme pride in it and help keep it that wav .. 
PAt:- VACAiIONPART'/ --
JOIN 
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Dr. Brennan "Impressed" 
Dr. James Brennan. a professor 
here at BSe, has returned to the 
United States after a six-month 
sabbatical study at England's "Open 
University" - profoundly 
impressed with a system of 
education· that makes learning so 
accessable to so many people. 
Dr. Brennan, professor of 
biological sciences at the college, 
says that the Open University, 
which is headquartered at Milton 
Keynes. Buckinghamshire, is a 
"campus without walls." Most of its 
55,000 students never set foot on 
the actual campus. 
"Teaching materials are sent 
directly to the students' homes 
thrQugh the mail," explains 
Brennan. «Students study on their 
,own time through a combination of 
correspondence texts, television 
and radio broadcasts (produced in 
partnership with the British 
Broadcasting Corporation), 
phonograph records, cassettes, 
tapes, filmstrips, and face~to-face. 
tutoring at one of the university's 
local and regional centers which are 
strategically located throughout the 
British Isles." 
During his stay at the Open 
Apply Now for 
Financia~l Aid 
Students interested in applying 
for Financial Aid monies for next 
Fall are reminded to file now for the 
1979-80 year. Applications for all 
programs are available in the 
Financial Aid Office, which is now 
located in Tillinghast Hall on the first. 
floor. Students that Me. currently 
receiving financial assistance are. 
reminded that it is necessary to 
reapply each year for eligibility for all 
programs, including Basic Grants, 
Supplemental. Grants, Mass. Board 
Scholarship, National Direct Loans, 
and College Work Study jobs. 
Deadlines are most important for 
consideration for Financial Aid next 
year. The-first deadline is February 
15, 1979 for students interested in 
applying for the Mass. Board 
Scholarship Program for the first 
time.. Renewal candidates for a 
Mass. Board Scholarship have until 
April 1, 1979 to reapply. In addition, 
the deadline for Bridgewater State 
College's programs isApriI 15,1979. 
The SSC campus based programs 
include Supplemental Grants (SEOG), National Direct Student 
t.oans (NDSL) arid the College 
Work Study Program (CWS). 
Deadlines are important for first 
consideration and to inSure that 
stUdents receive nptification about 
awards·prior te) thei~ returning to 
school in the Fall. Applications are 
. accepted after the deadlines and are 
welcomed· at any time during the 
year, but the availability of funds for 
eligible students is not guaranteed. 
Aside from federal and state 
assistance programs, the Financial 
Aid Office' has information 
;regarding guaranteed or HELP 
·toans and numerous scholarships 
-that are awarded by organizations 
within the college itself. Now is the 
time to visit the Financial Aid Office 
in TiJlinghast HaH-to begin planning 
for financial helt; for next year. 
·S"mme.,.&W.Qrkc .. _~'~' S.tudy Available 
Tl'1e FinanCial Aid Office 
announces that there are several 
opportunities available for qualified 
students to.participate in the 1979 
Summer College Work Study 
Program. 
I Interested students can determine 
eligibility for the Summer Cdlle~" 
Work Study Program by completing 
the' College Scholarship Services 
Financial Aid Form available in the 
Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast 
Hall. 
The Financial Aid Office has job 
'listings available in recreation, 
camps, social work agencies, 
hospitals or students may arrange 
their own employment with eligible 
government Or non· profit agencies. 
. Contact the Financial Aid Office 
in Tillinghast Hall for details, ext 257 
'Alumni Need 
, Volunteers 
byPat Duddy., .... . . ". ..... ' teletHoJf; plans to' prOVlae The Alumni Assoc:iation will be refreshments tor all volunteers. The· 
sponSoring .a:telethon during· the 'telethon itself will' allow faculty, 
month of April. The purpoSe of the students, and alumni to get to telethon is to raise money for the know each other, to work together, 
college and·to support··the Alumni to talk about what is already being Association programs which benefit done . and what can be done to B.S.C. support B.S.C. How does . a telethon of- this 
magnitude get off, the ground? Dean 
Jones, President of.· the Alumni 
Association, has said that for one 
I 
University, Brennan helped develop 
a cassette/filmstrip program as part 
of the first year basic science course 
which will be in use this year. He 
helped write the script and take 
photographs for the segment on cell 
structure. F or the same basic 
science course, he took 
photomicrographs and assisted in 
the preparation of the unit on cell 
division. 
Brennan says he personally 
,benefitted from having had the 
'opportunity to contribute to the· 
program. 
"I found it a faScinating and 
enjoyable experience because in 
developing these instructional 
materials, I had the opportunity to 
work with professionals from 
different fields. These included not 
only other faculty, but also editors, 
t.elevision and radio producer& and 
other media experts." 
.or. James Brennan (PHOTO BY JEAN ST. ANDRE) Admi~;on to tlw uniVersity is "One of its more appealing and in fact, our own Massachusetts open to adults over the age of 21. aspects is the strict adherence to an State College system has had some Nodothaker qualifications are required, academic standard." says Brennan.! pilot projects in this area, but there adn it t es about six years to earn Z "Every student must take a written is nothing in the U.S. approaching 
-Baegree. Students· can. 'earn a finai examination at one of the local the English system, which involves chelor's Degree or simply choose or regional centers in order to the whole country and utilizes so tc;> take non·degree courses. Abo';!t receive credit for the course. They' many of the nation's resources. SIXty; per cen! of the .~tudeJ1ts are 10 ,have to measure up to a standard. Given the governing structure in their late 20 s or 305, and 21!OO().i.. ·Could such a concept work in the England, with it's emphasis on ,people. hav~ earned degre~s smc;:e·· United States? . ..., . socialized programs, it is certainly the umver~l~ w~s founded m 1971. "There are limited 'Open. less difficult to make the system Current tuttlon IS $90 per course. University' programs in America. work," he says. 
Your Horror-scope 
by Howie Wiskeysour the Cosmic 
Jelly Doughnut (alias Howard Hay) 
it's a wise person who rules the 
stars, it's a fool liKe you who reads 
crap like this. H-
Aries (Mar~h 21-ApriI19) A 
kind of '"business as usual'" week 
with the .possibility of romance, but 
then again, don't count on it. With 
your many fine qualities, the same 
ones foundin:Son"of~Sam:~ the 
HiJlside: . Slianwer; 'you wfa ~Jv~r . 
come your desire to find a job .. Let's 
face it, you're a no good bum. 
Taurus (April 20-Ma\L 20) 
Concentrate on breathing and finish 
any projects term papers that you 
left for the I~t minute as usual, you 
schlep. Catch up on your 
correspondence, the Penthouse 
Forum is waiting for your' latest 
perversibn. In . you case a. fictious 
account of your null and void sex 
life. Gemini (May 21-June 20) 
quard against impulsive actions. 
like lying in the middle of the train 
tracks or ·Sffic1yffig -ror . an exam. 
Enjoy the performing arts, take in a 
dance show (you know)i n the 
:combatzone, truly stimulating. 
pluto. is in your anus oops, I mean 
· Uranus . so watch out for those 
Disney cartoons. Cancer (June 
21-July 22) Go over money c~a~ter§_ ~fore they R!~U?'y'e-:-r you. Be 
available to talk WIth close relatives 
but don't get incestfull. The crab 
being the symbol of your sing 
is trying J9 tell YQ~ something. (It 
was probablv that date you had last 
week) Your personality is like your outlook instead of that cute little I.Q. a big zero Leo (July-23- puppy who would just mess allover Aug22) You ate in top form now, a your floor anyway. Sagittarius spineless jellyfish and can take on (no" 22·Dec 21) You feel content 
such momumental tasks as tying and gratified and why not, you jus}., yo~ own shoes with only minor had the best piece on campus, but difficulty. Associates could you won't have to boast about your 
compliment and honor you. but victorY because the word will get don't hold your breath waiting it to around, it always does when happen.. Channel your.. energies ., ~o~~ne has the c~ap. Capricorn toward your. creative ambitions like-" (Dec"22-=Jim-19)· Inspire others bql1da~~ ~/ .and M. , Vi~~o-7c.~~1i,-yo~_r. .. enthusiasm since you (Aug 27-Sept 22)· Don t reach' '··,have.little else of use to anybody. con~lusions based on rumor or Make contacts with the goSSIP even though the horrible - advertising and communications things peing spread. around media .. they like stories about wei~d pro.ba~ly are. true .nonethe less. people an:d if you're' still readingon, I Mamt~n cautIon a~d your factual suggest professional help. 
anaylSIS when making your I,1sual Aquarius (Jan20-Feb. 18) You 
rash and senseless ~ecisions. New could feel frustrated butdon't worry people you meet SOCially may be the . your impotenence or frigidness will 
·downfall· of y~r fut!-1re so stay in pass, and if it. doesn't, become 
and be a hermit. Libra (Sept.23- asexual like an ameoba. Don't force Oct 2~) You can accomplish ihe issue on your boyfriend or 
somethmg now that . succ~eds girlfriend because' they11 tell you beyond you.r fondest ex~ctatlons. how they have been fooling around yes, ,you wIll go to the moon. next with someone- .from t}:leir E;:nglish 
week (one. way). You make frIends class. Compulsive self-will could" but you ~dl have to pay fa; them. bring negative results, ie. blindness Who. sal~ money. ,can t bu¥ 1:lairy,.knuckl~s and sterility. ~~PPIness.-m ¥our ca~e~ hope that Pisces (Feb19-Mar 20) It s not' true smce there s no other Creative ideas come to you one w.ay for you otherwise: Scor- after another, unfortunately it11 ~:)lO .(Oct23-Nov 21) X our ene~gy probably tum into junk like this. By. 
IS ~gh an~ SQ C!!e you If you thInk the way how come you're . .reading ~h~s :artIcle IS fUllny. C_~rb this if you don't believe in AstroJogy? Impatience and adapt a posItIve must be a ' muffin! 
thing a group of students here at 
B.S.C. have already looked up all of 
the telephone numbers of the 
B.S.C. alumni. 
Faculty, students, and alumni are 
urged to volunteer to make calls. 
The Association's goal is to caU at 
least ]0,000 hlumni in Massachu-
setts fordonations, or an increase in 
last year"s do~tion. 
THose alumni who do donate at 
. least ten dollarswillautomatlcalJy be 
enrolled in certain clubs, the first of 
. which is called the "Bears' DenN($IO 
dub). They will then be able to 
participate in their specific dub's 
activities. 
Dean Jones has saidthat'anyone 
interested in helping out this 
includes clubs and organiz~tion$ 
should either contact her in Boyde~ 
Hall, or go directly to the Alumni 
Association Office. She said. "We 
want to have a lot 9f,fun doing this." 
Due to technical 
difficulties, the 
Classifieds could 
not be printed 
this week. .We 
apologize for any 
,The priesthood demandS much generosity, sacrifice,motivation, flexibility, stability and a sense of humor to which a few are called. If you feel that you're trying to become more of a person of care, of faith, and willing to share Christ's word of life with people, then you may be focusing into the vision of tc:)day·spriest. F or more information on Priesthood in the Archdiocese of Boston ... or if you would like to participate in the Awareness Days for College 'Students at St. John's Seminary in Boston . on Thursday and' Friday, March 22 and 23, contact Father Paul 
'Walsh or Father Charles Bourke at the Vocation Informatiot. Center, St. John's Seminary, Brighton, Ma. 02135 or call 254~ 2610. 
The Association, which is 
underwritinq the cost. of the 
• • Inc.,onv.enlence. 
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Mountameering,as'all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the 
science and the art'ofdrinking Buscll Beer. It begins by heading for the·mountains 
(LE?, a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium'or ' 
wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains (i. e., . 
slow slaking swallows of the brew- that is Busch). 
<]I However, between those two pOints lies avast area 
of personal peccadilloes sometimes ,called technique' 
and sometimes called methodology ( depending on 
your major). Hence, this ad .. <:II Sipping vs. chugging. 
,Both have 'their merits, of course. But generally speak-
ing, except for cases of extreme thirst or a,leaking 
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious~ 
sus~ir+edrp.ountaineering. gr Next, the proper posi-
~~~'~~~'O ni0n:,i8@m6~';:'I,i;~~" 
swear by sit- L,... --:r~~~~~;t_.-J 
,:.- ting; others by 
. "': standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful 
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find 
both sitters and standers. 
(Except on New Year's Eve, 
when it's almost impossible 
to find a sitter.) grWhich 
brings us to additives; Occa- ~~~~~:::;;~==' 
'. ' sionally a neophyte will ' 
. .: sprinkle salt in his Busch; 
"others r,niXin tomato juice; 
and a few on the radical 
I t.====~=2rr=::J;:;:=====~ fringe will even add egg. 
'- . While these manipulations 
can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country), they are 
'frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the 
, natural refreshment of Busch is bestuncompromised. 
en Finally, there's the issue of containers. Goodt.a$te dictates a 
glass be ,used. But bad planning sometimes prevents that. If you, 
find yourself forced to drink from the can,you should minimize 
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger 
stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4). Happy Mountaineering! 
Dorrt just reachfor a beer.BUSCH~ad f9rthe mountains. 
;~'Anheuser-Busch, Inc, St. Louis, Mo. 
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pucksters Beat 
by Candice Killion 
Bentley 
SSC travelled the path to triumph once 
this week downing Bentley College (5-2), 
while later falling back to be trampled upon by 
Colby College (1-11). 
It was the second meeting of the Bentley 
College Falcons and the Bear~ this season. In 
the earlier bout, where Bndgewater had 
downed the Falcons 10-5. Bentley had 
promised the Bears a whipping in their next 
pairing. They proved they had serious 
intentions, leading the game at the end of the 
first period with a score of 2-1. However, after 
the initial frame Bentley was not to be heard of 
again, while sse went on to crack four more 
points. 
Mike Persia, scored the first of the Bear 
points unassisted. tieing the game at ~ne 
apiece midway through stanza one. Shoot1Og 
from the blue line, the Thorold, Ont. 
defenseman sent a slapshot snapping by 
Falcon goaltender, Keith Fitzpatrick to p~t 
BSC on the board. Bentley rallied for theIr 
second point to dose the period leading by 
one. . 
Bridgewater easily met that lead, as early 10 
the second period Tom Heaney scored the 
second BSC goal and again, tied the game. 
Saugus, Ma. defenseman Heaney, positioned 
at the top of the right circle, taking a pass from 
Jody McFayden, fired a slapshot past a 
befuddled Fitzpatrick. Six minutes late~, Bob 
Kirchner, junior center form Billerica~ M a. 
sending a Persia pass between the poles, put 
the winning point in the net. 
-
John MacDonald scored the fourth point of 
the night, his first this year, while Jack 
Erickson, senior winger from Quincy, Ma. 
tallied the final goal of the night, bringing the 
Bear tctal to 5 and leaving the Falcons with 2 
points plus one unfulfilled threat. 
Jim Boduch guarded the Bridgewater net 
turning aside 31 of Bentley's attempts. Keith 
Fitzpatrick stopped 40 of SSC's shots. 
Colby College 
In a match that saw as much brawling as 
skating, Bridgewater suffered a 1-11 defeat. 
Ninety two minutes in penalties, including two 
game disqualifications and one miscond~ct 
penalty, characterized this game, whIch 
necessitated a police escort out of town for 
BSC's endangered Pucksters. 
Ed Kiberd scored the Bear's only goal of the 
night, smashing a slapshot from the blueline 
into' the net. John MacDonald and Jake 
McDermott are credited with the assists. 
However, Bridgewater posed little threat to 
the Colby team as they took a lead and by 
hook and slash maintained it: • 
The Bears fired 22 shots on target. Jim 
. Boduch, stopped 20 of the 30 pucks which 
were directed on him. While Vin Greeno, a 
; junior from Stow Ma., playing the last 16 
minutes of the third frame allowed only 1 of 
, the 17 shots aimed at Rim to pass through. 
Greeno's acuteness by far, kept the Bears 
from being scarred further in their battle with 
the Colby team. 
Sports 
Boduch has been consistent in goal all season. 
Marx--N.E. Ping Pong Champ 
Vivian Marx;"The thrill of victory." 
Women's New England-Atlantic 
Canadian Region Table Tennis 
Championship held Feb. 9-10 at the 
University of Maine Orono. In winning the 
title Vivien upset Denise Cohen of Central 
Connecticut State. College, the defending 
New England champion for th~ ~t twp 
years. Vivien will· now travel to Houston· 
Texas April 9-11 th to compete in the National 
Collegiate Championships to be held at the 
University of Houston. The tournament is 
sponsored by the Association of College 
Unions International. 
The thrill of victory was especially exciting 
as Vivien came from behind to win the match 
in N deuceovertimeH in the final best out of 5 
match. Having lost one match to Denise 
Cohen in the doubleelmination tourament, 
Vivien defeated Denise in the final matches 2-
o and 3-2. The exciting finish saw Vivien and 
Denise tied at 2 wins each entering the final . 
game. It looked as if Ms. Cohen was about to 
win her third straight title as she was leading 
20 points to 15 points and needed only one 
point for victory. Vivien Marx had other ideas 
however. Proving the old cliche "'the game 
Gymnasts Show Promise 
Floor exercise, uneven parallel . bars, ,was the top BSe performer with a 6.7. She 
vaulting and balance beam? One may ask; took a third place overall. Performing one of 
what are these? These pieces of apparatus the best routines of the season was Maureen, 
are used in women's gymnastics. the team at "Moe" Ryan. Despite injury, Moe showed 
isn't over to the last outN, Vivien came back 
slamming 5 straight points to tie the match. 
She then went on to·· win the title in due 
overtime. Vivien, a biology major who has 
lived in Germany for the last eight years, will 
start practicing soon for the nationals. In "the 
meqptime, llowever .she.' d Jike to s~t back alld 
enjoy her title for a couple of days. 
Over three hundred students representing 
thirty schools from N~w England and Canada 
competed in the indoor recreation 
touf\lament in Men's and Women's Billiards, 
Table Tennis, Bowling, Chess, Backgammon, 
Table Soccer, and Air Hockey. Other 
Bridgewater students who competed in the 
tournament· were Joe Verria in Billiards, Eric 
Talc.ofsky in Table Tennis, Karen Brown in 
Billiards and Mike Swinnamer in Chess. Joe, 
Eric, Karen and Mike won several early round 
matches before losing in the later rounds. 
Equestrians 
Six BSe Equ~trians will be riding in the 
American'International College Horse Show 
on March 4th. The A.I. C. Horse Show marks 
the start of spri'ngse.ason for the. 
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association. 
There will be four spring shows this season 
which will be put on by A.l.e., New England 
College, . U-Mass, and Tufts - University-
Holliston Jr. College. After the regular spring 
season shows there· will be a regional 
championship horse show, qualifying riders 
from regionals will be able to go on to ride in 
the National Horse Show, which will be in 
Bridgewater State had a very slow start, but charm and poise. Also performing on floor 
has worked hard to put together a young and' were Dottie Nicolo and Diane Quinn.On the 
.Potentially talented team. Starting in January final event, the '·balance beam, Bridgewater· 
the team has already hadquite a few meets .. had few falls and scored well. Competitors on 
competing against such teams as MIT, Keene this event were Dottie Nicolo, Janet Smith,· 
her 5.4 routine. This was Lisa's first time in 
competition and she executed superbly. Lisa 
was followed by Dottie Nicolo and Mary 
Hutchins. Consistently performing well on 
the beam, Janet Smith followed with a 5.6 
routine: Sue Reid recovering from an illness 
followed with another super routine of 5.75, 
worth. Last competitor was Nora Kenny with 
a 6.6 routine. The final event of the afternoon 
. was the floor exercise. Always a delightful 
;,event to watch the SSC girls entertained the 
. home crowd with. their fine execution and 
. Tennessee this year. 
There are 32 colleges and universities in 
region 3 of the intercollegiate horse show 
association. Some of the schools in the region 
which the BSe equestrians will be riding 
against are Tufts University, Holliston Jr . 
College, Colby-Sawyer College, Worcester 
State. College, . Framingham State College, 
University of New Hampshire, University of 
Conn., Smith College, Nasson College, 
Boston University, Springfield College 
University of Bridgeport,' and Brown 
St.. Boston State, URI, Brown, MtHolyoke,. Moe Ryan and Nora Kenny. . 
UConn, Yale, and Northeastern. On Saturday, February 24th, Bridgewater 
In a most recent. tri·meet against Salem hosted its second horne meet of the season 
State and Westfield State, Bridgewater against Albany State. The team had its best 
placed second. Salem took first place honors, meet of the season despite the loss. 
with BSe following with 82 points and Performing before the home crowd, 
Westfield with 76 points. This meet broke the Bridgewater totaled 90.2 points to Albany's 93, 
team's.. season high as there has been points. 
improvement with each meet. First eveT}t was On vaulting, Sue Moore. captured first 
vaulting with all the girls showing fine form .. ~ place with a 7.6. The othertop3 scorers for. 
Senior Sue Moore scored a career high of 7.9 BSC were Sue Reid (7.0), Sandy 
. and took an overall 4th place in the meet. The Lambert( 6. 7),and . Mary Alex( 6.6}. • Also 
other BSC vaulters were SandiBalduf. Dottie vaulting were Dottie Nicolo and Eileen Busby. 
Nicolo and Mary Alex. On the uneven parallel On the uneven. bars SSC only had, 3 
bars, sophomore Sandi Balduf took the top competitors, however these girls worked 
spot for Bridgewater with a 5.5 routine_ She especially hard to present their routines weth 
was followed by Mary Alex, Andie Haefling few breaks. Bar performers were Eileen 
and Eileen I:.}usby respectively. Once again Busby(4.5), Mary Alex(4.9). and Sandi 
there was much improv~ment shown by all Balduf{5.4}. TheSSC beam team had ooe its 
the girls. On the floor exercise, Nora Kenny best·days. Lisa Keene started. things off with 
dance. Floor exercise performers were 
Dianne Quinn(4.9), Dottie Nicolo(5.55), Mary 
Hutchins(6.0), Nora Kenny(6.0) and high 
scorer Susan Reid(6.6). 
. The entire team lists as follows: Sue Moore, 
senior, Andrea Haefling, junior, Carol Jete, 
junior, Nora Kenny, junior, Sandi Balduf, 
sophomore, Mary Hutchins, sophomore, 
Sandy Lambert, sophomore. Dianne Quinn, 
sophomore,~ Mary Alex, freshman, Eileen 
Busby, freshmen, Dottie Nicolo,. freshmen, 
Susan Reid, freshman, Moe Ryan, freshmen, 
Janet Smith, freshman, Lisa Keene, 
freshman. Head coach, Alice Gonsalves, 
Manager, Betsey Keenan, Trainers, Maggie 
Gray and Debbie Draper. 
University. ' 
The Equestrian Club members who will be 
competing in the March 4th show are Betsy 
Lane, Mary-Ann Spagna. Ann Pernice and 
Andy· Lenick; who will be riding in Beginner 
Walk-Trot-Canter.Mark James will be riding 
in Novice Horsemanship,· The riders have 
been. placed in . these various classes 
accoroing to skill. Several other club 
members will go to observe the show this 
Sunday. The club hopes to have more riders 
riding in future. spring shows. 
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Are you still seeking employment? 
Graduates tnake out easy Information R,es~me Reduction Form. Personnel Director studies slmple-to-read 
resume format In special Journal. 
Graduate Is granted Intervlew,.pne of many 
possible through PST program •. 
Can you afford not to invest just 3 minutes of your time to read this? 
• bid you know that over 400,000 graduates will be 
searching for new careers this Spring in New 
England and New York alone? 
• Did you know that your ohances of having your 
resume reviewed by more than 'a few potential 
employers is quite slim? . 
To enhance your employment chances, 
you are now being offered a one-time opportunity 
taplace" ),our encapsulated resume in the 
easy-to-read 
NORTHEAST 
:;;C'C"OLL'E'G'E ::GRADU ATES 
EMPLOYMENT JOURNAL 
Designed exclusively for N.E. and N.Y. personnel 
departments. The nominal cost for an applicant to submit his 
or her listing is qnly 
$'2'9. ()O. 
REACH PERSONNEL DIRECTORS ... ,,. 
Your listing will appear in one of 12 categorized publications to be mailed 
May 1 O. 1979 to over 24,QOO personnel directors. If you are interested in one of 
the 12 careers listed at right, reserve your space this week by following the 
directions set down by the Information Resume Reduction Form shown at 
right designed for clarity and simplicity. 
QUICK EFFICIENT REVIEW .•• 
Each publication will be mailed directly to the personnel directors designated 
in your selected category. Through research with personnel groups 
nationally. a special Information Resume Reduction Form has been devised, 
encapsulating your resume factswith the proPer su bje~t. sequence and length 
'for quick, efficient review and selection"by the emp(oyer. Your chances of 




If you were to mail your resume to 
only half of the employers in your 





YOU WILL RECEIVE THE JOURNAL ... 
For you to participate in this unique program, fill out the IRRF Form, 
check your category and complete the coupon below, and mail to 
PST, Inc., P.O. Box 55, Accord, Mass. 02018, along with a check or 
money order for $29.00 made out to Personnel Search Technology • 
Inc. Be sure you mail before the March 25 deadline. You will receive a 
copy of the publication after May 10, 1979.' 
INFORMATION RESUME REDUCTION FORM ... 
Below is a sample of the Information Resume Reduction Form to use 
when making out your Employment Journal resume. Please follow 
the IRRF directions for clarity and simplicity. It is divided into 
4 sections: Career Objectives (100 words). Academic Achievements 
(25 words). PersonalB·ackground (75 words), and' Additional 
Informati<;>n (25 words). 
1. CAREER OBJECTIVES (up to 100 words) 
'IV tw.l tYPj;l 01, posiJi.oq.,ar~ y;ou se~~ing 1,·St~te related pr6f~ssj(mal 
experience. Le. volunteer work, internshIps, research projects, junior 
achievements, etc. Potential employers should know any skills, attitudes, 
interests. responsibility. leadership that can be related to career of 
your choice. 
2. ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS (up io,25 words) 
List degree(s), Major-Minor. honors, QPA, scholarships"areas of 
certification. 
3. PERSONAL INTERESTS, SKILLS, 
BACKGROUND (up to 75 'words) 
List clubs, committees, organiz;ations, including offices held, extra'; 
curricular activities (sports, etc.). Any past employment, full or part time, 
not career-related.' . 
4. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (up to 25 words) 
This section is not required but some personnel directors would be 
interested i'1 knowing the following:' age,marital status, sex, health, race, 
salary required and location preferred. 
CATEGORIES - Please check one ... 
(If more than one desired, please check and enclose additional $10.00 each.) 
o Engineer;-Technical 0 "Real Estate /Insurance I Financial 
o Engineers-Scientific 0 Education ' 
o Writers I Artists / Entertainers 0 Computers 
o Accountants 0 Medical 
o Lawyers 0 Government 
o General Sales 0 Large/small >Corporations 
Name 
Degree ________ College ___________ _ 
School address ________ _ Phone _____ _ 
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